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ABSTRACT

Exploration of attitudes, beliefs, and ideas concerning storm

hazard along the Outer Banks of North Carolina is accomplished through

both analysis and synthesis. On the basis of information obtained

through questionnaires and interviews, differing cultural attitudes

are found to covary vjith sex and age groups in the native population.

Storm recollections are used as an indicator of awareness of storm

hazard. Furthermore, the attempt is made to list and explain native

techniques of storm prediction, native adjustment to storm hazard and

fears concerning storms. On the basis of information gathered,

settlement along the Sound-side of the Outer Banks is believed to

result from factors other than fear of storm damage.



INTRODUCTION

General

The Outer Banks of North Carolina extend southward from the Virginia-

North Carolina border to Cape Lookout; however, only Bodie Island,

Roanoke Island, Hatteras Island, and Ocracoke Island presently are in-

habited (Map 1). Settlement of the Outer Banks by Europeans began late

in the seventeenth century and the pattern of folk settlement has con-

tinned virtually unchanged until modem times. Even though recent

tourist-oriented settlement has been concentrated along the ocean side,

the vast majority of native residents prefer to live on the sound side

of the islands where their forefathers settled. With the exception of

Portsmouth Island, villages were established on the islands of Bodie,

Roanoke, Hatteras, and Ocracoke at their present sites by 1720 (Dunbar,

1958:18-24). Even though these tenuous areas of settlement range in width

from one quarter to less than three miles, residents along the Outer Banks

of North Carolina have persistently remained the stewards of this chain

of islands despite hazardous conditions created by storms. Because flood

and wind hazard confront man with unique problems along the Outer Banks,

and because native residents, in their perseverance, have demonstrated

culturally determined adjustments to the natural environment, it is hypothe-

sized that certain attitudes, beliefs, and ideas which shovj interrelationships

between man and a hazardous environment are discernable and definable.
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Map 1. The Outer Banks of North Carolina Index Map
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Objectives

The Primary Objective

The primary objective of this study is to discover how the Banker

perceives a storm. A Banker is a person who was born on the Outer Banks

or who has lived there long enough to have accepted the distinctly

unique local way of life. The definition implies that the resident has

been socially and culturally accepted by the native bom people of the

Banks as being "one of their own kind." The length of time required for

a newcomer to become a Banker is contingent both upon the attitude of the

newcomer toward the Bankers and the attitude of the Bankers toward him.

A Banker is then either a resident who is a native or a resident who has

adopted a cultural appraisal coincident to that of the native people.

A storm is defined as any weather which gives rise to hazardous

conditions such as high wind velocities and/or flooding. There are t^-zo

types of storms which threaten the Outer Banks, tropical cyclones or

hurricanes and extra-tropical cyclones. The Banker does not use this

terminology, however, to the Banker, a storm might be a hurricane, a

northeaster, a dry northeaster, a southeaster or a chronicle storm (a

general term meaning extratropical cyclone). The nomenclature used by

Bankers is descriptive as opposed to the generic classification used by

meteorologists. Since this study is concerned with the perception of

hazard, the term storm refers to both extratropical cyclones and hurri-

canes which present either actual or perceived hazard.

The Secondary Objective

The secondary objective is to discover the degree of influence to both

past and emerging settlement patterns on the Outer Banks by perceived or
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actual storm hazards. This objective differs significantly from a study

of contemporary settlement because the location and design of houses and

commercial structures result from many different types of perception

including those which are unrelated to storms.

Justification

The value of this study can be manifested in two ways. First, an

increasing number of decisions which affect development along the Outer

Banks are made by non-native residents who have primary residence in

other areas. The wisdom of these decisions would be enhanced if those

persons in decision making positions had access to a summary of native

attitudes about storm hazard. Second, in any hazard prone area, it is

imperative to know what attitudes are prevalent in order to predict the

effect of an environmental cataclysm such as a storm, earthquake, or

flood.

Decision Making

Storms pose a threat to man’s habitation of the Outer Banks, but the

degree of misconception pertaining to storms can greatly influence de-

cisions which are made by persons living on the Outer Banks as well as by

others who have only a secondary interest vested in the region. In the past,

people who inhabited the Outer Banks have been solely responsible for

decisions concerning storm hazard protection. During the last thirty years,

however, the location and construction of buildings, highways, protective

dunes and groins have increasingly been the concern of people who are not

permanent residents of the Outer Banks. The changes which have taken place
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in the form of bulkheads, barrier dunes, high concrete bridges, location

of houses, building requirements (such as pilings and wind resistant

construction), road construction, and insurance rates increasingly

demonstrate the results of decision making by outsiders. Decisions such

as these will continue to be made at an accelerating rate by individuals

who are "foreign" to the Outer Banks and to the somewhat unique environmental

conditions found there. Because many new residents of the Outer Banks have

chosen to build houses in the area, and because human adjustment through

time is a valuable element in determining land use, their investment would

no doubt be more secure if they were aware of all the native attitudes

about storm hazard. Conclusions reached about storm hazard perception

can be a valuable tool in assessing the rationale and objectivity of past

as well as future conservation and/or development projects.

Attitudes vs. Damage

In a nationally televised news special, Gilbert F. White expressed

the notion that in the case of riverine flood plains, the construction of dams

upstream very often leads the inhabitants to build closer to the river or

stream than they would have done if the dam had not been built; conse-

quently a small flood today causes more damage than a large flood would

have previously (White, 1972). The residents place more confidence in the

ability of the dam to provide safety than the dam can actually provide.

This situation illustrates the importance of knowing what the beliefs,

ideas, and attitudes of the residents are. It matters little that dams,

or sand dunes, aid in protecting people from flood if the residents per-

ceive these measures to be more effective than they really are.
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Methodology

The methodological development of this research rests upon two

foundations: first, environmental perception; and second, human occu-

pation of coastal hazard zones. Studies in environmental perception

attempt to discover how man views the world around him. Human occupation

of coastal hazard zones is a phenomenon which illustrates that man some-

times choses to remain in relatively dangerous areas.

Environmental Perception

As is cited in the Association of American Geographers Resource Paper

Number Five (1969), geographical studies in environmental perception are

less than ten years old, and neither a body of theory nor a precise

methodology are as yet well developed. Geographers are still experiment-

ing and trying to formulate both theory and procedures for environmental

perception studies. The greatest difficulty is that associated with the

development of adequate and valid means of measurement. The Association

of American Geographers publication further states that ". . .even as

public awareness and affluence have increased to effective proportions,

the experts are beginning to realize their near-total ignorance of the

complexities of the man-environment interaction" (1969:1). A leading

proponent of perception studies, Thomas Saarinen, also observes:

We know next to nothing about how people perceive or react to the
weather and climate in their area or what they notice as they tvralk in
the woods or along cities streets. What is it that makes certain
cities or portions of cities pleasant, and what sorts of satisfactions
are sought in the wilderness?
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Much of the current research on perception of environment is
designed to try to find answers to such questions as those above.
If creation of a high quality environment becomes a major national
priority rather than remaining merely a focus for much high-sounding
rhetoric, there will be a great need to more fully understand many
aspects of the man-environment relationship (Saarinen, 1970:65).

Human Adjustment to Flood Hazard

The second methodological construct for this paper is derived from

research conducted by Ian Burton, Robert Kates, Rodman Snead, and Gilbert

F. White. The Human Ecology of Coastal Flood Hazard in Megalopolis, a

research paper by Burton, Kates and Snead, has been particularly significant

in terms of its theoretical input. The authors have devoted twenty pages

to the exploration and measurement of the perception of hazard from

coastal storms, the perception of danger and knowledge of the available

means for hazard reduction, and how motivated the residents are to reduce

hazard through adjustment.

In summary, the field of environmental perception has no strictly

defined methodology:

...to try to delimit or define the field too strictly...would only
have a stiffling effect at this stage. For the time being, it is
more important, even at the expense of some error, to maintain and
encourage a free flow of methods, concepts and measuring techniques.
At a later stage, it will be possible to standardize the most useful
ones. Burton, Kates, and WTiite in reviewing studies on perception
of natural hazards note the influx of a variety of behavioral science
techniques into geography, as well as new uses of traditional
geographical methods (Association of American Geographers, 1969:4).

Research Techniques

The study region, which includes Bodie, Hatteras, Ocracoke, and

Roanoke Islands (Map 1), includes that portion of the Outer Banks
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considered by the native residents to be the most vulnerable to storm

hazard. Limits were determined on the basis of information gained from

interviews with lifetime residents of the Banks.

Interviews

Although questionnaires were used initially, the scope of information

which objectively covers the diverse but interrelated attitudes, ideas and

beliefs about storms was found to be too complex and broad in scope to be

adequately treated in a questionnaire^ of manageable proportions. It was

learned through trial and error that interviews were much better suited

for the purpose of this study. Both structured interviews (based upon

the questionnaire) and non-structured interviews were used. The respondent

in an interview was allowed to talk at length about whatever was brought

to mind by questions and the results were rewarding because an underlying

cause for an action or reaction often became evident. For example, storm-

threatened persons in one village might likely have hesitated from seeking

shelter in a safer village nearby, not because he doubted the safer

location of the second village, but due to a sense of pride in his home

community. This sociological vector, while seemingly superficial,

demonstrates the type of information which is both valuable and necessary

to the body of storm hazard perception knowledge that easily can be taken

from an interview-conversation, but would not be gained through a formal

ques tionnaire.

^The questionnaire appears in Appendix 1.
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Although the interview is a much more time consuming technique, it

provides the most comprehensive and accurate information. For statistical

purposes, one hundred and two Bankers were interviewed, thirty-six of which

were in-depth interviews averaging two hours duration. Respondents were,

with minor exception, lifetime residents. Seventy per cent of the

respondents were over fifty years of age and many were retired. Only four

women were interviewed, one of whom is an insurance agent for the area.

With respect to storm hazard along the Outer Banks of North Carolina,

women proved to be poor information sources. They certainly have attitudes

and ideas about storms, but much prefer questions to be directed to their

husband or father. The vocational activities and distinctions of the

respondents parallel those characteristic of the Banks, including a

medical doctor, insurance agents, a building inspector, an agricultural

agent, realtors, merchants, fishing boat captains, postal employees,

fishermen, motel-owners, civic leaders, county commissioners, medal of

honor winners (lifesaving), writers, barbers, and others.

Historical Sources

Research has also been based on information gathered from selected

primary and secondary sources. Insight acquired from selected historical

and scientific records has established clarity and completeness as well as

providing a sounding board for evaluating the validity of statements taken

from interviews where such comparisons were possible. David Stick's The

Outer Banks of North Carolina, Gary Dunbar's Historical Geography of the

North Carolina Outer Banks, and several of Robert Dolan's contributions

(Dolan and Godfrey, 1972), (Dolan, 1972) were especially helpful.



I. DIFFERING CULTURAL ATTITUDES

The most important concept in explaining the perception of storm

hazard on the Outer Banks is isolation. The people who have lived on

the Banks have been, until a few years ago, cut off from mainland towns

and communities. Other than the limited communication with sailors and

seamen who had occasion to land, intentionally or otherwise, there was

virtually no contact with other areas. Since the first permanent

settlement (Collington) in 1665 (Stick, 1958:22) the Bankers have been

forced to solve their problems with little, if any help from the out-

side. In 1870 the first telegraph was built on the Outer Banks, but

this in no way caused a great influx of ideas into the area. The spoken

language with its abundant use of the i-e diphthong and the continued

celebration of Old Christmas, which was customary before adoption of

the eleven day shorter Gregorian Calendar in 1752, evidence the isolation

of the area. Residents of the Outer Banks were no doubt aware of changes

in custom and language, but their resistance to change was not overcome

by an abundance of cultural contact with other areas. Indeed these

people witnessed more than one demonstration of astonishing technological

progress; the first heavier than air flight took place on the Banks and

the following account of Kit Midgett concerns an equally significant

invention:

...Yes, yes, he had seen that one they called Marconi. Came there
to the station one day - he (Kit Midgett) was cooking dinner at the
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time - and wanted to get them to send a telegram to somebody. There
was a man named Edison with him. They said he had Invented a thing
called the electric light, but nobody around here had ever seen one
of them.

That was, yes, he was sure of it, about 1902. The one named
Mr. Edison sat down at the table and clicked off the message him-
self. There was another man, but Kit Midgett is not able to remember
his name.

It was in all likelihood, Reginald Fessenden, and the trio had
come to Cape Hatteras, as it turned out, to make some history that
for the most part was little noticed on these islands. They changed,
here, the history of the world. They heard, from a hastily con-
trived tower on Kings Point, halfway betr^een Buxton and Frisco, the
first transmission of the human voice by wireless telephone, trans-
mitted from a like tower fifty-two miles away on Roanoke Island.
It was the belief, and the experience, of all these electronic
scientists, in 1902, that a radio wave could not be transmitted
above dry land. (MacNeill, 1958:237-238)

The villages, however, remained relatively untouched by changes and ideas

in other areas. The people of the Outer Banks constructed a distinctive

type of windmill during the nineteenth century which could be rotated so

that it faced the wind directly. The Pamlico Sound Fisherman or shad

boat was first built by Outer Bankers at Avon (Stick, 1970:18). These

are txío outstanding examples of the distinctive way of life which evolved

along the Banks.

The ideas and fears concerning the sea and the wind, ideas which

were manifested in modes of human adjustment, grew out of constant first

hand observation and trial and error. With the initial advent of roads and

bridges leading to the Outer Banks in 1927, there occurred a marked in-

crease in contact with people from other areas. The accelerated diffusion

of beliefs and attitudes from other areas has given rise to the gradual

dilution of many old ideas which evolved on the Outer Banks during the years

of relative isolation.
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Early Roads, Bridges, and Ferries

Transportation along the Outer Banks prior to this century was by

boat. Stick states that residents were so accustomed to using boats that

short trips of half a mile were made in boats rather than on foot

(1970:52). Land transportation along the Banks was by horse drawn buggy

or ox cart and the route most frequently used was the beach. However,

once the automobile came into common usage, the sandy beaches made poor

roads. During the 1920's desire for hard-surfaced roads grew, but no

funds for construction were available from the State Highway Department.

Mainly due to the efforts of Washington Baum, a Dare County Commissioner

at the time, a bond issue was passed and construction of a toll bridge

began in 1927. The proposed bridge was to connect Roanoke Island with

Nags Head. Shortly after construction began, another bridge was started

which would connect Point Harbor with Kitty Hawk. Independent ferry

operations began about this time, and it became possible for "outsiders"

to drive to Bodle and Roanoke Islands and be ferried to Hatteras Island.

Since 1930 the State of North Carolina has taken over the old toll bridges

and ferries, built hard-surfaced roads, and constructed newer bridges

across Croatan Sound, Alligator River, and Oregon Inlet. The effect of

this increased communication has been to modify the attitudes of those

people living on the northern islands of Roanoke and Bodie more than those

attitudes prevalent on Hatteras and Ocracoke Islands. There are then two

distinct areas of perception.

Regions of Perception

The degree of cultural Influence by outsiders has been a function of

the development of the area. Roanoke and especially Bodie Island have and
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are continuing to undergo extremely rapid development. The accessability

of Roanoke and Bodie Islands is responsible for development since most

of the people coming into the area are from Virginia or places north

of Virginia. Because the tourists depart from homes to the north and

travel south, the northernmost area of the North Carolina Banks such as

Bodie Island from Southern Shores to Nags Head has developed first. Of

all the land owned in Nags Head, Kill Devil Hills and Southern Shores,

45 per cent is owned by people with permanent mailing addresses in

Virginia or places north of Virginia (Bearden and Grimsley, 1969:13).

A second significant faction, 26.7 per cent, of the property owners

in the same town list permanent mailing addresses in North Carolina

counties other than Dare County (Bearden and Grimsley, 1969:13). These

absentee owners enter the Outer Banks area either via U. S. Highway 158

or via U. S. Highway 264. In either case, they enter the Outer Banks

by way of Bodie or Roanoke Island (see Map 1).

Also, these absentee-owners are accustomed to services which are

not afforded in the south Banks region, but which are found in the town

of Manteo. There are, of course, a myriad of additional reasons why

Bodie Island has led in development over Hatteras and Ocracoke Islands.

The great number of summer tourists and absentee land owners who pre-

dominate on Roanoke and Bodie Islands during the summer and fall have

been effective in creating a secondary area of storm perception.

This secondary area also has certain characteristics which contri-

bute to its relative safety. Roanoke Island has a proportionately large

area of woodland cover and most of the residential sections of Manteo
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and Wanchese lie above ten feet elevation. The island's location bet\^7een

Roanoke, Croatan, and Pamlico Sounds protects it from ocean surf or tide.

None of the settlements on Bodie Island are more than ten miles from a

bridge leading off the island. The site and situation of these two islands

has lead to the significant cultural developments such as cultural dif-

fusion, increased population and economic development. The development

of rapid means of evacuation for these two islands is very important

because it strongly affects attitudes toward storm hazard. Residents

feel much more secure about their situation on the north Banks than they

do about the situation of residents on the south Banks. The situation

at Hatteras differs considerably from that along the north Banks. There

are no structures above five feet elevation, and Ocracoke Island has no

land transportation connecting with the mainland.

Tourists vs. Native Perception

The storm hazard perception of the tourists and absentee owners

might best be described as detached. The tourist or summer home owner

views the Outer Banks as a fantasyland, a resort, a place to escape

when the problems of everyday life become too exhausting. The tourist

comes to the Banks for a vacation, to forget problems for a while, and

to enjoy the relative isolation and salubrious environment. Because of

this quite normal attitude he is unconcerned with problems which face

the year round residents. A bad storm or hurricane presents no threat to

his life or the lives of his family because, he has no intention of ti7eathering

a severe storm on the Banks. He trusts the weather bureau and leaves

before things get rough. Nor is he too concerned about erosion concommitant
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with storms; if his beach home is threatened by erosion or destroyed

by a storm, he knows the loss can be written off of his income tax over

a period of seven years (past and future) so that he is not likely to

lose anything financially. This reasoning is no doubt encouraged by

realtors and developers whose interest would best be served by subtly

quieting the fears of a prospective, but storm wary, client. Tourists

and absentee property owners, while recognizing the threat of possible

damage to the area by storms, feel no actual threat to their own lives

or financial well being from these periodic hazards. They perceive of

storms as being more of an inconvenience than a hazard.

The true Banker living on Hatteras or Ocracoke Island recognizes

both the potential threat to his life and property, but presupposes his

victory after the storm, founded upon faith in his knowledge, self-action,

God, and luck. Some of the residents of Roanoke Island (L. Midgett, 1972;

R. Sawyer, 1972) subscribe to a philosophy about storms which is different

from that of either the south islanders or the transient residents. The

threat of storm hazard does exist but is not perceived as being a matter

of serious concern. This viewpoint is most prevalent on Roanoke Island

which is believed to be a safer location than Hatteras or Ocracoke Islands.

The notion is especially prevalent among the twenty to forty year old

male population of Roanoke Island.

Differences in Perception Between Younger and Older Men

Because severe storms are rare, younger men do not seem to be as

cautious or fearful of potential destruction as are older men. The

presence of manmade ocean side dunes has provided protection against
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storm tides since 1950. Younger men unable to remember the devastating

effects of The Great Atlantic Hurricane (1944) or San Ciriaco (1899)

seem to place more faith in the barrier dune system than do older men.

The last severe storm to strike the Outer Banks is perceived to be The

Great Atlantic Hurricane. The difference in these attitudes is most

divergent among those living on Roanoke and Bodie Islands which reflects

the increased dependence on technology in that area.

Difference in Perception Between Men and Women

The final dichotomy in differing attitudes about storms is that

which divides men and women living on the Outer Banks. Women are poor

information sources. They certainly have attitudes and ideas about

storms but much prefer questions be directed to their husbands or fathers.

This reticence to discuss the sea or anything pertaining to the sea has

historically been much stronger than it is today but still persists.

The following passages from MacNeill (1958:208-210) explain why women

were not interviewed in proportion x^/ith men:

Except as a passenger engaged upon a necessary journey, no
x^oman, in so far as I have been able to discover, has ever committed
herself to the occupancy of a boat. No woman could possibly pull an
oar, nor bend a sail, and her presence aboard any sort of a boat is
a menacing nuisance. And, besides, the sea does not like women any
more than women like the sea. There is here an immemorial jealousy,
and no woman has ever felt secure in her possession of any man who
had already committed himself to the sea.

They say of the men of these Islands that they make poor
husbands and good sons. The sea is the mother of all things that
live; life came out of the sea a billion years ago. There is an
atavism here that is beyond any explaining of mine but it is so.
Did not the sea bring these men here and has she not brought them
strange, sometimes terrible, gifts? She is their mother, and after
these years I have become able to accept the analogy as something
that is natural and that is good. Any Island man may be less than
faithful to a wife but few among them have been less than devoted
to their mothers-to both mothers.
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It is by no means a thing that should astonish anybody that
the women of these Islands hate the sea with a compelling jealousy.
Too often she has robbed them of their men. They go down to the
sea and they do not return again, or when they have come back it
is after the sea has shovm them strange and sometimes terrible
things and great beauty and they can not ever again think un-
dividedly of mere wifely charms and graces.

Among the Islanders I have knovrn there was one who lived to
be ninety. His third wife survives him and a moderately gracious
woman she is, too, but it would afford her no pleasure to be men-
tioned more precisely so close to quoted words of her husband's
when he would say, "I've seen a lot of pretty things in my life
and I've had me three vrives and all of 'em I took because they
were good to look at, but all of 'em put together, all the ^^?omen
I've ever seen in my life, were not as pretty as a clean barken-
time with all sails set in a fair wind."

Conjugal heresy, to be sure, but there it is. This man provided
well for three successive wives, and in addition to this widowed
third is survived by ten children. His fatlier was also of the
sea, and his grandfather and great-grandfather, in 1818, were
castaways on these Islands. They returned again and again to the
sea but come back to wives and families they had acquired in due
season. No one of their descendants has ever refused the sea-and
no one of them has ever been completely possessed by any wife.

UTien she becomes pregnant, as likely as not, an Island wife will
begin, perhaps not quite consciously, to hope that it will not be
a manchild. Hot this time, anyt'/ay. They are instinctively fear-
ful about having a son-the sea will in her time snatch him away
and make him her own. I have inquired discreetly into not less
than seventeen instances where the birth of a son has so disturbed
the mother that she denied to herself and to the world that it was

a boy at all. She would raise him as a girl and persist in the
delusion until nature would take a hand and dispose the lad into
his proper place. Usually he then runs away to the sea at a very
tender age and it takes a long time for him to accommodate to the
veneration that most male Islanders have for their mothers - both
mothers (MacNeill, 1958:208-210).

Although the men who live along the Outer Banks no longer risk their

lives in surfboats to save crews of broken ships, there remains a senti-

ment and reluctance among women over forty to speak with authority about

the sea or its exigencies. At the onset of a conversation, women \jill

invariably extend an invitation to have their husband, father or some other
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male resident act in their place as respondent to questions about storm

hazard perception. After all, this is the first generation since the

earliest residents settled along the Outer Banks "which has never seen a

surfboat full of survivors coming through the breakers, or watched a

rescue in the breeches buoy" (Stick, 1958:5), and the fears and anxieties

felt by those witnesses will be at least as long forgotten.



II. STORM RECOLLECTIONS

Apperception is defined as introspective self-consciousness or the

process of understanding something perceived in terms of previous ex-

perience. Tlie Outer Banker understands storm hazard in terms of what he

can remember about previous storms. The most important concepts gained

from this part of the study are: (1) Outer Bankers have an accurate

mental list of damaging storms and (2) no storm is recorded in the folklore

earlier than the August Storm of 1899.

Significance of Collective Memory

There is a great uniformity in answers when residents are asked to

recall which storms have caused damage to the Outer Banks. Table 1,

based upon information gained from interviews, shows the dates of those

storms which were accurately remembered to be damaging by Bankers.

Table 2 shows the dates of those storms which occured during the inter-

vening years but have gone unremembered. The significance of this mea-

sure of apperception is the date of the earliest storm v^hich can be

remembered. The storm of 1899, the August Storm, ranks as the worst

storm which anyone can recall either experiencing or hearing about from

their elders. This storm is "remembered" by most Bankers, and is the

oldest storm recalled by any respondent. The collective stonn "memory" of

the residents of the Outer Banks can therefore, be said to go back seventy-

three years and no further. This is a significant observation since the

period of time which can be recalled is directly proportional to the
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Table 1

STOroiS ACCURATELY REMEMBERED ON THE OUTER BANKS

Year of
Storm Recalled Actual Date

Approximate
Wind Velocity Damage*

1899 August 16-18, 1899 120 mph extensive

1924 August 25, 1924 72 mph extensive

1930 September 12, 1930 60 mph minor

1933 August 22-23, 1933 64 mph considerable

1933 September 15-16, 1933 76 mph extensive

1936 September 18, 1936 80 mph extensive

1944 August 1, 1944 — none

1944 September 14, 1944 110 mph extensive

1954 October 15, 1954 - Hazel — minor

1955 August 17, 1955 - Diane — minor

1955 September 19, 1955 - lone 68 mph moderate

1958 September 27, 1958 - Helene 69 mph moderate

1960 September 11, 1960 - Donna 72 mph moderate

1962** March 6-7, 1962 50 mph considerable

19 73 February 7-14, 1973 40 mph considerable

*Estimates of storm damage attest only to the relative magnitude of

**No storms were noted since 1962 but a damaging storm struck the Outer
Banks after research was completed.
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Table 2

STOKÍS WÎICH HAVE GONE lüíREMEMBERED 1899-1962

Date
Approximate
Wind Speed Damage Reported

July 10, 1901 64 mph none

September 15, 1903 60 mph none

September 14, 1904 51 mph minor
November 13, 1904 68 mph lost property

September 17, 1906 50 mph
& 2 lives

none

July 30, 1908 58 mph none

September 1, 1908 50 mph none

October 19-20, 1910 24 mph none

September 3, 1913 74 mph lost property
July 14-16, 1916 60 mph none

July 19, 1916 50 mph none

September 22, 1920 72 mph none

December 2, 1925 62 mph minor

September 18-19, 1928 insignificant minor
October 1-2, 1929 insignificant none

September 8, 1934 65 mph none

September 21, 1938 61 mph minor

August 17, 1940 insignificant none

October 20, 1944 37 mph none

June 25, 1945 52 mph none

September 17, 1945 insignificant none

July 6, 1946 50 mph none

October 9, 1946 insignificant none

August 12-15, 1947 insignificant none

August 24, 1949 73 mph lost property

August 13, 1953 - Barbara 80 mph
& 1 life
minor

August 30, 1954 - Carol 78 mph minor

September 10, 1954 - Edna 75 mph (gusts) minor

August 12, 1955 - Connie 67 mph unknox-m

September 27, 1956 - Flossy insignificant none

September 20, 1961 - Esther 36 mph none

March 6-7, 1962 50 mph lost property
August 28, 1962 - Alma 53 mph (gusts) none

October 18-19, 1962 - Ella 50 mph minor

Sources: Bearden, James H. and Grimesly, James R. "An Exploratory Study
of The Relationship Between Hurricanes and Structural Property
Damage in Dare County, North Carolina." Greenville, N.C.,1960.

United States Department of Commerce. Weather Bureau. North Carolina
Hurricanes : A Descriptive Listing of Tropical Cyclones VJhich
Have Affected the State, by Albert V. Hardy and Charles B.
Carney. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1962.
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knowledge of storm hazard. If no damaging storms could be remembered

there likely would be little perception of storm hazard, but if a

damaging storm could be remembered accurately in every year for one

hundred years, then perception of storm hazard and consequent predic-

tion, fear and adjustment would likely require more attention than the

present residents give to storms.

The criteria which have been used to construct the list of storms

accurately remembered on the Banks (Table 1) include: (1) the respondent

did not consult any source to verify his answers; (2) the respondent

answered immediately with no great length of time for reflection, such

as hours or days; and (3) the respondent recalled the precise year of

the storm, with or without the exact date.

Respondents recall dramatic events which are associated with the

passage of a particular storm. These events are crudely a function of

xiind velocity and duration. For example, high water levels caused by

high wind velocities are remembered and compared x^ith other high water

levels of other storms. The severity of the storm may be related to the

depth of flood. In other cases creation of inlets, movement of un-

secured boats across the island to the sea, or other forms of property

damage may be the most outstanding memory of a storm. Wind velocity

alone does not define storm severity in the mind of the Banker. To an

Outer Banker, the most severe storms are those which have high winds,

greater than fifty miles per hour, and prevail for an unusually long

period of time. The length of time required to qualify as a severe storm

depends upon the velocity of the wind. Eighteen hours of one hundred

mile per hour winds is considered much more severe than three days of
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sixty mile per hour winds. Property damage is not used as the only

measure of storm severity by the Banker because damage to highways or

beach cottages often result from rather mild storms during the winter

and spring which in no way threaten the personal property of the native

Banker. In capsule form, the Banker remembers hurricanes or extratropical

cyclones which brought high winds and caused flooding because they were

slow moving storms and took a disproportionately long time in passing

the North Carolina coast.

Storm Severity

Another approach to the study of storm hazard apperception along

the Outer Banks is their severity, l-ihich storms are remembered as being

the most devastating? Without regard to the relative hazard among

villages, the worst storms are perceived to be: The August Storm of

August 16-18, 1899; the storm of September 16, 1933; The Great Atlantic

Hurricane of September 14, 1944; and the Ash Wednesday Storm of March 7,

1962.

The August Storm is so important in the history of the Outer Banks

that David Stick has devoted a complete chapter to its account in

Graveyard of the Atlantic. The following excerpt from Stick's work

(1952:161-164) explains why this storm is perceived as having been so

hazardous.

There are people still living along the Carolina coast who had
intimate knowledge of San Ciriaco, whose most poignant memories are
of San Ciriaco, whose friends were killed by San Ciriaco, whose
homes were destroyed by it and whose lives were changed by it,
but who have never before heard the name and will not recognize it
now.
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The people of Puerto Rico knew San Ciríaco. They knew and
remembered it and have made a place for it in the history of
their island home, for it was the Puerto Ricans who gave San
Ciríaco its name.

San Ciríaco was the hurricane of 1899. There were others
that year, but San Ciríaco was THE hurricane of 1899. It was
spawned in the southern oceans near the equator, was bred on the
islands of the Caribbean, spent much of its mature life off our
own coast, and died a slow death in the Azores. It lived for
almost a month, took thousands of lives, destroyed innumerable
buildings, and sank ships wherever it went.

The impending arrival of San Ciríaco was heralded along the
outer banks in the early morning of August 16, 1899. A high
and troubled surf pounded the shore at Cape Hatteras, the sky
became overcast, and the wind, normally light and from the south-
west at that time of the year, went around to the east and got
down to the serious business of blowing. By noon it had reached
fifty miles per hour.

...the beach, a long sand bank (was) almost completely
covered with storm tides and behind it the shallow waters of
the sound, the whole of it barren, (were) submerged, and un-
inviting.

The next day - August 17 - San Ciríaco loosed it full fury
against the narrow string of sandy reefs and islands which con-
stitute the North Carolina outer banks. At 4 A.M. the wind at

Cape Hatteras was blowing at 70 miles per hour; at noon it was
between 84 and 93 miles; at 1 P.M. it was recorded at 120 miles
per hour, and throughout that afternoon and night winds of more
than 100 miles per hour prevailed. 'There were not more than
four houses on Hatteras Island into which the tide did not rise
to a depth ranging from one to four feet,' the government re-
ported; and Hatteras Island, even then, included more than half
a dozen separate communities.

Indeed, this was one of the most severe storms on record to strike

the Outer Banks. One of the reasons why the storm was so destructive is

that it moved northward very slowly. The storm was also of great in-

tensity. The Weather Bureau observer at Hatteras recorded extreme wind

speeds of between 120 and 140 miles per hour. Loss of the anemometer

cups during a severe gust prohibited measurement of even higher velocities

which were believed to have occured.
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The storm of September 15-16, 1933, was severe according to the re-

cords, but quite probably is remembered as having been one of the worst

because it followed only 24 days after the passage of another major

hurricane. It contained winds of 76 miles per hour at Hatteras (estimated

because part of the anemometer had blown away) and gusts up to 125 miles

per hour at New Bern and Beaufort (U. S. Department of Commerce, Weather

Bureau, 1962). The previous storm had filled the streams and sound to

near capacity only a few days before. The additional rain (thirteen inches

fell on the Banks) and the characteristic accumulation of water in the

sound caused this storm to be one of the most severe and one of the most

remembered. As a hurricane passes the Outer Banks from south to north

the first winds are from the east or northeast (see Map 6). This con-

dition forces water through the Inlets from the sea to the Pamlico Sound

and prohibits stream discharge to empty into the ocean. Once the

hurricane passes to the north, winds shift and prevail from the northwest

or west (see Map 6). The water which has been contained in Albemarle,

Croatan, Roanoke and Pamlico Sounds is then blown against the settlements

along the Outer Banks.

The Great Atlantic Hurricane of September 14, 1944 is the storm

most remembered by the adult population on the Outer Banks. This storm

holds the record for the lowest barometric pressure recorded at Hatteras

(27.97 inches) and had estimated wind velocities of 110 miles per hour

(U.S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau, 1962). Water rose seven

feet above mean sea level at Hatteras and six feet above sea level at

Manteo and caused severe flooding. The 1950 edition of the United States

Geological Survey Quadrangle of Hatteras, North Carolina shows no

structure above the five feet contour line.
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Map 6. Wind Directions of a Hurricane
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The Ash Wednesday storm of March 7, 1962 is the most recent, as

well as one of the worst, storms in memory. It is unique in being the

only one of the group of "worst" storms which was not a hurricane. The

March storm was formed when two smaller extra-tropical depressions coalesced

over Cape Hatteras. The low pressure became more intense and moved very

slowly off the coast. The wind speed reached only fifty miles per hour

from the northeast but over a fetch of 1,200 miles. The wave height and

destructive effects of the storm reached hurricane levels and remained

for three successive high tides. Extensive flooding occured along the

ocean side of Bodie Island and erosion was severe all along Bodle and

much of Hatteras islands. The Ash Wednesday Storm would not be included

in the severe storm category if it had occured prior to the alteration

of the beach profile by man. This anachronous perception is more fully

treated in the section concerning fears.



III. PREDICTION

Along the Outer Banks of North Carolina there are two ways to

predict the occurrence of a storm. A resident may rely upon society's

organized system of storm warning and thereby heed the periodic weather

bulletins of the news media, or may rely upon local folklore. The

Hurricane Warning Service is a very complex and highly sophisticated

organization, and is charged with the responsibility of warning the

general public about hazardous conditions generated by hurricanes. But

hurricanes are influenced by many unpredictable and some unknown forces

so that prediction is subject to inherent error (Bearden and Grimsley,

1969:69). In order to offset errors in prediction, weather bulletins

and advisories must overwam to insure adequate lead time for evacuation.

The necessary practice of oveix-jarning has a pronounced effect upon the

residents of the Outer Banks. The Bankers themselves being astute

weather observers, demand accuracy in forecasting and employ systems of

folk prediction as well as intuition to supplement the weather bulletins

and advisories.

Folk Prediction vs. Society's Organized Systems

A recent article in Science by John Sims, professor of psychiatry,

and Duane Baumann, professor of geography (1972:1386-1392), in which

a rough cause and effect relationship was postulated between tornado

related deaths and the psychology of the residents in Illinois and

Alabama. It seems that when density of development, frequency of

tornados, quality of construction and other factors are considered,
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more deaths are reported to be caused by tornados in Alabama than are

reported for a comparable region in Illinois. \Jhen Sadowski's geographic

distribution of casualty potentials is applied to the two areas (Sims and

Baumann, 1972), estimates would indicate the opposite from what is the

real case. The authors suggest, based on the results of a sentence

completion test administered to 57 respondents, that:

...Illinoisans (are) more autonomous, more prone to see
themselves as responsible for directing their own lives, and
more confident in their own efficaciousness. On the other hand,
Alabamians are seen to be more hetronomous, feeling themselves
to be moved by external forces - fate, luck, and, particularly,
God •

Also,

First, Illinoisans were, at the most general level, more
action-oriented, while Alabamians were more passive. Second,
Illinoisans displayed more objectivity, more rationality in
reacting to a tornado disaster. Finally, and, most important,
the respondents from Illinois were characterized by an acceptance
of technology and authority - they use the expertise of prof-
essionals in forecasting and communication when confronting the
possibility of a tornado. Alabamians do not. They ignore these
functions of the social system; for them, the encounter is
betv/een individual man and Nature.

Therefore, inattentiveness to society's organized system of storm warning

such as weather bulletins and advisories has been linked with dispro-

portionately high death rates due to storm hazard. The present study of

s torm prediction on the Outer Banks of North Carolina shows how a group

o f people intent on knowing what the weather will be, can purposely be

somewhat inattentive to organized systems.

Historically stormy weather and shipwrecks have been an integral part

of the lives of the residents of the Outer Banks of North Carolina. In-

deed, many of the present day residents propose to trace their ancestry
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to the survivor of some ship wrecked along the coast. Dunbar rejects

this notion at least in part if not in total (1958:105) because several

culture traits such as family names, topographic terms, and house types

are duplicates of the earlier settlements in coastal Virginia and Mary-

land. Nevertheless, ships wrecked by stormy weather along the Banks

are a well documented part of the history of the Outer Banks. The

predominant economic activities, in order of their development, have

been herding, piloting ships through the inlets, fishing, and tourism.

During the time when Bankers were dependent upon sailing for their liveli-

hood it is inconceivable that their success could have been achieved

v7Íthout intimate knowledge of atmospheric conditions along the Banks.

Through the centuries when the world's commerce moved in barkentines and

schooners, these people made their living navigating through some of the

most hazardous waters in the world, literally, the Graveyard of the Atlantic.

Bankers in those days depended on their knowledge of the natural environ-

ment for both their livelihood and their safety.

The First Weather Station at Hatteras

Not until August 15, 1883 did Hatteras, North Carolina have a weather

station to predict and report the weather (Sharpe, 1954:91-92). The

station was started primarily because 41 vessels of the Federal Fleet had

been destroyed in a storm off the Cape in 1862 (Sharpe, 1954:91-92). The

residents of the Outer Banks, however, had developed their own folk methods

of predicting stormy weather as is illustrated by the following account

of the arrival of George Onslow, the first official weather observer/

meteorologist at Hatteras.
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There were no welcoming bells rung when Mr. Onslow arrived,
carpetbag in one hand and a medium-sized box still on the beach
cart that brought him from the boat landing on Cape Creed. The
redoubtable Captain Benjamin Daily took one look at him and the
equally redoubtable Captain Pat Etheridge took another look at
him. They shook their heads and said, that maybe he had better
go to the light house. They were busy. They were expecting a
hurricane.

Inside the box, Mr. Onslow said, was a piece of machinery
by which he could measure the velocity of the wind, a thing
called an anemometer. Neither of the stalwart surfmen, who were
expecting a hurricane was impressed. Either of them could tell
the velocity of the wind merely by turning their cheek broadside
to it. (Sharpe, 1954:91-92)

Folk Prediction

The Language of the Sea

Obviously it was highly desirable for the residents to have the

ability to predict storms Xirhich could not only upset fishing, but which

could be disastrous for a whole village if precautions were not taken to

protect against such a storm. The only reference in the historical

literature concerning folk prediction on the Outer Banks simply explains

the sea gave clues as to what was to come:

The sea talks to these children of hers. It was a long time
before I could begin to comprehend that simple fact and longer
before I could understand a single syllable of what she would be
saying. It is very likely that the first time I heard one of these
Islanders say to another, 'Did you hear the ocean talking a while
ago?' I must have laughed in my ignorance but, happily, the laugh-
ing was inward and nobody heard me.

After that I listened and in time one sort of sound began to
be distinguishable from another. Sometimes the sound she was making
would be loud and clear, sometimes a soft murmur that was scarcely
audible. Then, sometimes in the night; other times in the clear
light of noonday, she would be brief, peremptory. And one Islander
would look at another Islander understandingly. They would nod,
without making any sound themselves. They had heard her and they
had understood what she was saying to them. (MacNeill, 1958:115-116)
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The subtleties of this language of the sea are not explained in any

greater detail in any known literature concerning the Outer Banks. On

the basis of the interviews conducted, it seems likely that the men who

lived on the Banks did indeed acquire some skill in forecasting weather

conditions by closely observing the ocean, especially around the southern

Banks where the Labrador Current merges with the Gulf Stream. The effects

of ocean currents on the atmosphere are well known to the meteorologist,

and it is almost certain that the Banker was aware of many of these re-

lationships and interpreted their varying conditions when forecasting

the weather. This skill has not been passed down to the present genera-

tion of Bankers. Contemporary Bankers however, do have some knowledge

of older amateur weather specialists who are still living and often

suggest the name of such a person to the researcher. Unfortunately, most

of these respondents are well advanced in years and have simply forgotten

much of the weather lore during the years which have elapsed since their

retirement from a sea-oriented trade. There are still some symptoms

which continue to be used by the residents. The following account is

undoubtedly a folk rendition of a storm swell striking the beach:

It happened on an especially calm Sabbath afternoon. Rarely
had I seen the sea so calm, the wind so still, the sun so benignly
bright. Nowhere was there any premonitory sound ...The paper had
contained no mention of any especially untoward event anywhere in
the world. The word hurricane was, for that day, out of print
completely... And then I heard her (the ocean).

It came across the mile or so of plain between here and the
Point like the crack of a heavy-calibered pistol. Just once and
then she lapsed into still silence and the sun continued to shine
and the wind was utterly still. The surface of the sea yonder was
glassy smooth, blue as it can be only when warmed by a tropical
sun. (MacNeill, 1958:120)
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Tliis crack of sound occured some fifty hours before the hurricane

struck. Such an audible effect may be more pronounced along Hatteras

Island than along other coastal areas because at one place or another

on Hatteras Island the shore is perpendicular to almost any spot in the

Atlantic. Storm swells which travel as expanding concentric circles from

the hurrican may reach the shore at varying angles. The velocity of a

storm swell will be retarded on the side which first reaches the shore-

line; drag will tend to turn the wave so as to bring it in parallel to

the shoreline. This is seldom fully accomplished, however, so that the

direction of swells is usually at some deviation from normal (parallel)

to the shoreline, though the deviation may be slight. The effect is

different in various situations and can be learned only by experience

(Tannehill, 1956:92).

The storm swell is one of the earliest precursors perceived by the

Banker to attend a severe storm, though it is generally not spoken of as

a storm swell. Rather the phenomenon would be described in a variety of

non-technical ways. For example, one interviewee observed that "The

ocean actually screams before a storm comes. When there is a hurricane

at sea, the waves will crack and scream on the beach. All the people

know this" (J. E. Baum, 1972). Another description of waves warning of

a future storm was expressed: "The sea will get high (rough) before the

storm"(Ballance, 1972). Concerning the roughness of the sea, it is

believed by some Bankers that an impending storm is certain if the sea

first becomes rough "inside" and then becomes rough "outside" (Dillon, 1972).

This perception is still probably the result of storm swells which travel
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away from the center of a hurricane in approximately concentric circles.

As the swells reach the shore and encounter shallovjer water, they rise

above the mean wave height until they crest and break on the beach. There-

fore the swells would cause the sea to become rougher "inside" or close

to the shore before it did so "outside" where the water is deeper. The

estimation of "roughness" is characteristic of a water surface where

storm swells are present. Because storm swells travel from the storm into

regions which have different wind patterns, it is common for storm swells

and wind driven v/aves to cross each other at right angles. This wave motion

is quite disharmonious and causes the sea to seem rough. This can happen

a week or so in advance of a slow-moving storm and such a sea has been

described as being "mountain rough" on occasion (L. Austin, 1972). Although,

as previously indicated, this condition may be taken as a certain indicator,

the older residents know that this only means there is a storm somewhere

"way doTO south" and that it may never pass anywhere near Hatteras (L. Austin,

1972).

The Sea's Color

The color of the sea is also considered to be significant. MacNeill,

in describing the behavior of residents of Hatteras village notes that:

"The Islanders, when they go do\TO to the sea to discover whether it is a

good day to put out their nets, determine their issue by the sea's color.

If it is dirty, they abide ashore" (1958:22-23). MacNeill further relates

this change in color to the condition of the Labrador Current but does

not explain the relationship (1958:22-23).

The color of the sea is determined by a variety of phenomena (Sverdrup,

Johnson, and Fleming, 1942:88-89). The blue color results from sunlight
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which is scattered by the water molecules themselves or by minute

particles smaller than the shortest visible wave lengths. Also, sea water

contains a chemically mysterious "yellow substance" which blends with

the natural blue to produce green and blue green \Jaters near the coast

or at sea in high latitudes. Sverdrup, Johnson and Fleming explain other

colors as resulting from suspended particles:

In this case the color is not determined by the optical
properties of the water or by dissolved matter, but by the colors
of the suspended inorganic or organic particles, and the water is
appropriately called 'discolored.' Discoloration can be observed
when large quantities of finely suspended mineral particles are
carried into the sea after heavy rainfall, or when very large
populations, several million cells per liter, of certain species
of algae or dinoflagellates are present very near the surface. Thus,
the 'red water'...which is quite frequently observed in many areas...
is due to abundance of certain algae or dinoflagellates (1942:89).

A complete understanding of the relationship between the color of

the sea along the Outer Banks and an approaching storm is impossible

because: (1) the relationship observed by MacNelll is not explained,

(2) a variety of causes might be responsible for a change in color,

(3) the technique is no longer used by residents along the Banks and

consequently, (4) the exact consequences of change from one color to

another are not known.

Direction and Velocity of the Wind

The wind, or a lack of it, also portends a storm. Several respondents

indicated that they begin to expect a hurricane if the weather becomes

hot, sultry, and calm for a period of two weeks. If the wind then begins

to "rule" from the southeast, a storm may be approaching (Howard, 1972).

There are improvised wind measuring devices which can conveniently be

noticed by the residents and warn of certain atmospheric conditions; a
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storm door, for example, which happens to be hinged and sprung so that

it stands ajar whenever the wind is from the northeast at thirty miles

per hour (Dillon, 1972). This careful attention to meteorological

situations demonstrates an awareness which has been and continues to be

a significant trait. Again, at Hatteras a wind of thirty miles per hour

coming off the ocean is considered to be a standard predictive symptom

of an approaching storm (S. Austin, 1972).

Wildlife Indicators

The behavior of animal life is also believed to warn of an approaching

storm. This is an aspect of storm perception which is open to some question

even among the Bankers themselves, yet the general idea is accepted. For

example, a small number of respondents have been skeptical of some of these

animal indicators, while strongly advocating others. One indicator which

was not disputed is the action of the sand crab. In the face of an

approaching storm, sand or beach fiddler crabs will move away from the

beach and bury themselves in the hills and dunes away from the ocean. On

Ocracoke Island, lizards also warn of an approaching storm by evacuating

the beach area (R. Willis, 1972). Fish are also presumed to leave the

immediate nearshore area before a storm.

Probably the most fascinating animal indicator of storms is one which

was observed by this researcher three days before Hurrican Agnes moved

northward along the Carolina coast during June of 1972. A number of

lifetime residents of the Banks believe that sea gulls can sense the

approach of storms. When several gulls flying slowly in a circle begin

to fly higher and higher without any other noticeable change in location.
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it is believed to forewarn of a storm (Beriry, 1972). The sea gulls, it

was witnessed by this writer, did exactly this, completely vanishing in

the vertical distance of a clear (except for cirrus clouds), blue, early

afternoon sky three days before the storm. Dr. Stanley R. Riggs, an

East Carolina University Geologist, who was doing research on the Outer

Banks just prior to the event of Hurricane Agnes, also witnessed this

inexplicable phenomena (Riggs, 1972). Balfour Baum, the Supervising

Ranger of the Cape Hatteras National Seashore, proposes that the gulls

do not predict storms and that they are only eating insects (1972). It

is undetermined why the sea gulls perform in such a manner, but there

are those residents of the Outer Banks who nevertheless believe this to

be a predictive sign of an approaching storm of some type. Captain Joe

Berry, in the company of Judge Baum, relates such a sighting in route to

collect some pound nets. Captain Berry warned his companion of the impending

storm but was unable to persuade him. After taking seventy-five boxes of

fish from the nets they continued until the sea became so rough they

barely had enough time to get in off the beach, losing most of the fish

to the rough sea (1972).

Clouds

Certain cloud characteristics also forewarn the Banker of an approaching

storm. Whenever clouds are seen approaching rapidly on the ocean's horizon,

stormy weather is predicted (D. Gray, 1972). This type of cloud is des-

cribed as a "double-header cloud." This local terra refers to swelling

cumulus or cumulonimbus clouds which exhibit great vertical development.

Over the water's surface two of these clouds might be seen, one behind the

other, so that the untrained observer would visualize only one cloud with
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two parts. These formations are fairly common during the summer months

when unstable air predominates and can quickly generate high winds and

resultant waves as they move from place to place. These clouds thrive

on heat for their life-energy and therefore are more commonly found over

land areas. Since land surfaces are generally warmer than water surfaces

during this time of year, development of these clouds at sea would indicate

the presence of a low pressure system.

Bankers also pay careful attention to cirrostratus clouds (10,000 feet

to 40,000 feet) which develop into altostratus clouds (6,500 feet to

20,000 feet). Cirrostratus are commonly associated vrith fair weather.

If these clouds become lower and thicker, thus forming altostratus clouds,

the Banker assumes a worsening of weather is at hand. A change of cloud

types from cirrostratus, which are white and fifty to one hundred and

fifty feet thick, to altostratus, which are dark and of variable thickness,

is unusual and again probably denotes the presence of some low pressure

disturbance.

Certain cloud formations which preceed a hurricane are documented.

Cirrus clouds are one of the earliest signs, followed by cirrostratus and

a veil which produces brilliant sunrises and sunsets (Tannehill, 1956:96).

There is one last cloud formation that is considered predictive of

stormy weather, the "milkvein" or "milkway." About thirty years ago

Herbert Perry, a fisherman, remarked as he stopped at Jesse E. Baum's

store to fill his truck with gas that he wanted to take some of his good

friends fishing on the following day. He said he hoped it would be a

fair day, but he was afraid it would not be. The weather that day was

calm and clear. Mr. Perxry then asked Captain Baum if he saw the "milkvein"
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across the sky and explained that when a swath of white such as this could

be seen transecting the sky from the northeast to the southwest, it meant

that at dawn on the following day the wind would come from the northeast.

The next day the wind blew as he had said it would, from the northeast,

about twenty-five to thirty miles per hour (J. Baum, 1972). This is an

indicator of an approaching "northeaster."

The Barometer

The use of the barometer as a common device for predicting storms

is not mentioned frequently except on Ocracoke Island. As Kenton Bosserman

notes: "As a sign of the approach of a hurricane, the readings of the

barometer at a single place are not often of great value until the storm

center is so near that little time elapses before destructive winds occur

(1968:41)." There are two broad types of storms which affect the North

Carolina coast: (1) tropical cyclones including both tropical depressions

(wind speed less than seventy-five miles per hour) and hurricanes (wind

speed seventy-five miles per hour or greater) and (2) extratropical storms

of which Kenton C. Bosserman identifies eleven types. Prior to 1930 Outer

Bankers must have been concerned with extratropical storms because the

chain of barrier islands were low and several days of northeasterly winds

generated by an extratropical storm would have caused the ocean to wash

over to the sound and flood settlements in some cases. However, since

construction of the artificial barrier dune system, oceanic overwash has

been temporarily prohibited and generally the Bankers pay no special

notice to these storms today. Non-native residents who have built along

the ocean shore, by contrast, are suffering heavy losses because of these

storms (Figure 1).
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I

Figure 1. Storm damage to tourist home. Kitty Hawk, N. C.,
Februairy, 1973.

I

Figure 2. Exposed pilings due to erosion. Avalon Beach, N. C.,
February, 1973.
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Non-native residents were made painfully aware of the damage potential

of these storms in March of 1962 and again in February and March of 1973.

As has been observed by Bosserman:

Severest extratropical storms to affect the North Carolina
coast are those which originate along a cold front in the Gulf of
Mexico of South Atlantic, with storm centers passing approximately
150 miles or more east of Cape Hatteras. This permits long over-
water fetches to form with generation of high wind-driven waves
from the northeast. These storms are particularly destructive
when a strong anticyclone to the north of the low retards the
movement of the storm center. ...One of these disturbances, generating
wave heights over 17.1 feet, can be expected every three years with
the most probable occurence in March (1968:41).

One Outer Banker has indicated the knowledge that a barometer reading

of 29.20 inches generally means high wind (B. Baum, 1972). The difficulty

in predicting extratropical storms along the Outer Banks solely from a

barometer reading is that the most severe storms move from the south and

lower readings for the center of the sotrm are seldom within one hundred

and fifty miles of the Banks.

There is no common opinion that hurricanes can be predicted before

they actually form. Beliefs seem to be divided as to whether or not

they occur in cycles. A number of years may pass between bad hurricanes,

but this does not imply to the Banker that two of the most severe storms

could not strike during the same year, as actually occurred in 1933 and

1955. There is one addage held by some residents of Hatteras village

which predicts the occurrence of many hurricanes during the summer and

fall when the wind is from the east for any noticeable period of time

during the spring of that year (Wade, 1972).

There is one other way the residents, especially at Hatteras, per-

ceive the approach of a storm: intuition. A retired sea captain, the

third oldest resident of that village, suggests:
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The old folks knew more about the weather than they
(meteorologists) do now. The people who came in to run the
weather station said the people at Hatteras knew more about
the weather than anywhere else. It is instinctive to the
people around here. There used to be people who could tell
you what the weather would be like without ever missing hardly
(B. Stowe, 1972).

Mr. Clifford Wade, the second oldest resident of Hatteras, agrees: "My

friends used their own judgement and could predict the weather better

than the weathermen today" (1972).

An attitude which accompanies this intuition is the lack of faith

in modem weather forecasting. "The weather station sure has missed it

a lot. They say it (a hurricane) is down south two hundred miles and it

is right on you. They say it is 150 miles south coming this way and you

never see it. It stays clear. I don’t have no faith in them" (B. Stowe,

1972).

Even though errors in hurricane bulletins and advisories are being

reduced with the aid of weather monitoring satellites, residents of the

Outer Banks will continue to doubt the accuracy of official forecasts.

The reasons for distrust in society's organized systems of storm hazard

prediction are reasonable and not unique to this isolated coastal area.

Official weather bulletins issued for beach towns by necessity over-

predict the chances of damage so that skeptical tourists will take ade-

quate precautions. The overprediction in the official weather bulletin is

sometimes embellished by an overzealous weathercaster on radio or tele-

vision until the storm is described as a killer storm. Lifetime residents

who have weathered many storms along the Banks can become quite distressed

and tense while waiting for the storm to hit. A storm which is predicted

by newsmen as being "severe," "dangerous," or "a killer storm," may in
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actuality not be dangerous or severe at all by the standards of older

lifetime residents of the Outer Banks. Consequently, after several such

storms pass without presenting threat, families begin to doubt the

accuracy of forecasts; indeed, some weathercasters have become the

subject of jokes because of their frequent overprediction of storm hazard.

Conclusions

There is a nearly universal understanding among the inhabitants

of the Banks of the expected character of a hurricane. The storm is

knovm to bring high storm tides along the ocean beach for ten to twelve

hours, after which the wind shifts from the northeast and blows from the

northwest bringing with it the danger of flooding from the sound-side

water (Map 6).

The Outer Bankers developed a complex system of folk storm hazard

prediction which was passed down from generation to generation by word

of mouth. This system employed several techniques such as observing the

condition of the ocean, the direction and velocity of the wind, cloud

formations, and animal behavior. In 1883 tihen the first weather station

was established, residents already had the folk ability to predict severe

storms far enough in advance to take precautionary action. Also, and

most importantly, residents had enough faith in their own system of

prediction to take positive action before the storm struck.

Since 1930, when bridges were constructed, increasing numbers of

tourists have adopted the Outer Banks as their summer playground. With

these tourists, new ideas have been dispersed among the native population

and because many tourists come from positions higher on the socio-economic-

educational scale than the native population, a certain prestige has been
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associated with these new ideas thereby encouraging their adoption by the

native population. One such idea brought into the area is dependence

upon official weather forecasts. The native system of folk prediction

is dying with the older residents, but modern systems of storm prediction

are not accurate enough to be trusted by the natives. Consequently

native Outer Bankers use neither the older folk system nor official

weathercasts. Precautionary measures which served the Bankers prior to

1930 are rapidly falling into disuse because they are not triggered by

what the Banker considers a valid forecast. The development of this

situation increases the likelihood of damage to property and loss of

life from a severe hurricane. This is a highly significant consequence

of increased cultural contact along the Outer Banks. Tliis problem is

not limited to the Outer Banks; it has widespread implications to many

storm hazard zones. It is no longer sufficient merely to accurately

predict storm hazard but to understand exactly how residents will react

to this information.



IV. FEARS AND ANXIETIES ABOUT STORMS

The Outer Banker fears several consequences of storms. These storm

hazards have presented some danger to him in the past and his reaction

to them will influence decisions affecting the future development of the

region. This chapter enumerates those things which appear to be storm

2related fears common to all Outer Bankers. The major perceived storm

related hazards are: suddenness of storm approach, duration of the

storm as a function of hazard, erosion by storms, barrier dunes as a

hazard during storms, flood hazard, wind hazard, creeks as a flood

producing agency, the hazard of prospective sound-side dunes, inlet

formation, and oceanic overwash.

Suddenness of Storm Approach

Suddenness implies unpreparedness and this is a prevalent concern

along the Banks. The lifetime Danker, as the recent landowner, undergoes

primary adjustment to a storm before it hits. If the Banker is unprepared,

a storm may inflict unusual damage. A particular storm may be remembered

because of its suddenness, because it was unpredicted. This was true of

the Ash Wednesday Storm in 1962 which was an extratropical disturbance.

During storms of this type winds may never reach gale force hut instead

blow over large fetches and generate waves larger than fifteen feet

(Bossemian, 1968:41). IThenever such a storm strikes without warning and

^There are more detailed explanations of a few specifically located
perceived hazards in the chapter on relative safety.
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flood waters sweep into normally dry areas, the adjustments to storm

hazard are greatly hampered. Residents cannot move to take action

because highways are blocked. Boats, for example, are left with less

than adequate protection.

There is one type of flood which occurs quickly but is always

expected. As a hurricane moves northward along the coast, a storm tide

is blovm toward the mainland side of the sound. Then as the wind

direction switches from an easterly direction to a westerly direction as

the storm passes, water in the sound is blo^vn back toward the Banks

(Map 6). This surge of water has been observed by residents to occur

very rapidly; it can be accurately described as forming a wall of water

(as high as four feet) and moving too fast to be outrun by a person who

happened to be standing in the sound at the time. This occurence is

common knowledge and, therefore presents no threat to the native.

The Duration of a Storm as a Function of Hazard

The duration of a storm, especially a hurricane, is taken as a very

real danger by the Banker. Estimates of what constitutes "a long time"

for a hurricane to blow with severe winds vary considerably: from two

to three hours, to twenty-four hours. Duration is considered to be

critical though, and most observers will admit that if the most severe

of storms were to linger too long in the vicinity of the Banks, the islands

would literally be stripped of all life. The length of time required to

accomplish this would vary according to the severity of the storm, but

three or four days would be a close estimate, perhaps less.
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Erosion by Storms

Erosion is one of the most serious storm threats perceived by the

Banker. Although the Banker believes that some erosion takes place in

the absence of a severe storm, there is a strong association between

storms and erosion v/hich has been caused by the tremendous destructive

power of a hurricane. V/hile beach erosion does not threaten the Banker

directly, a few Bankers such as Mr. and Mrs. Asa Gray, Jr., Bill Dillon,

and Jethro Midgette have established tourist oriented businesses near

the beach wherein the threat of erosion looms greater than the threat

of being washed off the islands by a storm tide.

Erosion perception by the Bankers can best be explained by delimiting

those areas víhere the Bankers feel themselves to be threatened by erosion

(Maps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5); and then by considering the causes, effects,

and cures which they believe to be valid.

Shoreline erosion is identified as a problem on Roanoke Island but

is not judged to be severe. Bosserman and Dolan estimate erosion along

the northern end of Roanoke Island to have been one quarter of a mile

over the last four hundred years (1972:424). Most of the residential

structures are located in the central or southern portion of the Island

and are not threatened by receding shorelines.

Bodie Island residents are considerably more concerned. By far the

majority of residents with homes on the ocean front are absentee o\^mers

whose perception of erosion ranges from mild alarm to desperate dismay.

The older residents who have interest in the ocean front property are

extremely alarmed. They remember that erosion of the beach has always

b een present but emphasize that the beach is degrading faster now than
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Map 2. The Outer Banks of North Carolina Section A
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Map 3. The Outer Banks of North Carolina Section B
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ever in the past. At Nags Head the residents agree that four hundred

feet of beach has been eroded between the old radio tower (near the

Nags Head water tox^7er) and the water's edge since about 1930. Erosion

which is presently threatening developed areas of Bodie Island is most

damaging in two areas: (1) Avalon Beach, between the two and six mile

posts along North Carolina Highway 158 Business (Figure 2), and (2) at

South Nags Head (Figure 3).

On Hatteras Island there is generally less alarm about beach erosion.

Residents of the Chicamacomico area (Rodanthe, Waves, and Salvo) report

that erosion is not a problem. This perception results from the fact

that there is comparatively little erosion near these villages and because

there is little development near the beach. The federal government owns

at least five hundred feet of beach front property between the villages

and the water's edge and prohibits construction within this zone. As

beach erosion continues, the amount of land oi^/ned by the National Seashore

will diminish until beach front property will once again be privately

ovmed. Erosion is occuring in this area and is most noticeable after

the passage of a storm (Figure A). Avon reports some erosion, but all

o f the old time residential structures are at least two thousand feet from

the beach. Therefore, erosion is considered to be primarily the concern

of the federal government. Buxton likewise is located a safe distance

from, the sea, but there are some tourist facilities, such as the Outer

Banks Motel which have literally been undermined by beach erosion during

storms (Figures 5 and 6). The village of Hatteras does not perceive beach

erosion to be a great problem and some individuals suggest that erosion
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Figure 3. Modem residence threatened by erosion. South Nags
Head, N. C., February, 1973.

Figure 4. Barrier dune erosion. Cape llatteras National
Seashore, N. C., February, 1973.
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Figures 5 & 6 Erosion at Outer Banks Hotel following storm
Buxton, N. C., February, 1973.
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of the sound side is a much more serious threat (S. Austin, 1972).

Residents of the village of Ocracoke, which is situated nearly a mile from

the ocean, are not overly concerned about beach erosion.

Factors Judged to Induce Beach Erosion

Factors judged to induce beach erosion include storms, the lack of

barrier bars, barrier dunes and historically, cattle and hogs. Some

residents of Bodie Island (Cafferty, 1972) believe that the destruction

of offshore barrier bars during the Ash Wednesday Storm has greatly

increased beach erosion along some of the beachfront. This theory corres-

ponds with fact. The wind direction is also held responsible for beach

erosion. Bodie Island (elongated north northwest to south southeast -

Maps 2 and 3) is believed to be eroded most during periods when the wind

is either from the north, northeast, or southeast. Hatteras Island from

Chicamacomico to Buxton (elongated north to south) is believed to erode

when the wind is from the northeast or southeast. Between Cape Point and

Ocracoke (elongated east northeast to west southwest), the beach is thought

to be eroded by a southeast wind. These responses comply with the general

belief that: (1) surf which approaches the beach at an angle is the worst

in terms of erosive damage. It is thought that as v/aves strike the beach

at some angle, they "bounce" off the beach and take sand from the beach

out to deeper water; (2) a wind which blows onshore shears the water at

the surface causing onshore movement of surface water. As this water

reaches the beach, it is forced underneath the surface and flows seaward

again carrying with it beach sand; and (3) westerly winds are beneficial

to the beach because they reverse the processes described above and result

in the accretion of beach material.
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Storms with their high tides and easterly winds are deemed to be

the primary agent which is responsible for beach erosion. The association

is often so great that to speak of storms is to speak of erosion. This

is a common attitude on Bodie Island where it is believed that the high

dunes built to protect against oceanic overwash have been steepened to

unstable angles (Figure 7). The protective dunes are an inflamatory

subject to many residents of this island. During storms, they say, the

tide causes the surf zone to migrate up to the protective dunes and the

steep angle of the unconsolidated material is "melted away" by the wave

action thereby sweeping large quantities of sand out to sea and/or

laterally along the beach. This facet of erosion could easily be halted

if the dunes were inclined at a very gently slope toward the sea. There

is no known proposal in the literature which approximates this solution

to beach erosion. The leading authority on beach erosion along the Outer

Banks is Robert Dolan; his research is summarized by the following con-

clusions :

Shoreline protection schemes fall into three categories:
Protection designed to (1) inhibit direct attack by waves, such as
sea walls, bulkheads, and revetments, (2) structures designed to
inhibit currents that transport sand, such as jetties and groins,
and (3) beach nourishment (1972:6).

Dolan further emphasizes the ineffectiveness of these measures:

With the rapid deterioration of the barrier dune systems along
the Outer Banks of North Carolina in recent years, and the large
expenditures necessary to re-establish or maintain them, research
supported by the National Park Service suggests that this is the
time to review the basic concept of dune construction and shoreline
modifications in light of the geological implications. For example,
oven^ash is the major means by which lov; barrier Islands retreat
before the rising sea. In fact, it is the only way massive quantities
of coarse material can be moved inland from the beach (1972:16).



Figure 7. Near vertical barrier dune due to erosion. South
Nags Head, N. C., February, 1973.

Figure 8. Erosion of barrier dune. South Nags Head, N. C.,
February, 1973.
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The Bankers have been "reviewing the basic concept of dune con-

struction and shoreline modifications" ever since the 1930's and have

watched as the ocean face of these dunes became steeper and steeper over

the years (Map 7). Bankers suggest that the dunes be maintained in such

a way as to allow storm tides to run up the seaward facing slope and spill

over the top in a limited and controlled fashion (see Appendix 2). Native

Bankers contend that the initial dune system acts as an obstacle to the

sand blo\<m from the beach. Over a period of years these dunes increase

in height until storm surges cannot V7ash over the top. Instead wave

energy erodes the seaward facing slope until it becomes nearly vertical

(Figure 8). Reshaping the profile of the barrier dune system would be

extremely expensive and in some cases impossible. Estimates vary, but

generally, Bankers recommend that the width of the barrier dune at its

base should be between three hundred and seven hundred feet wide. In

some cases privately owned property is too close to the surf zone for

construction of such a barrier dune.

Historically, cattle and hogs were held responsible for accelerating

erosion. Livestock were allowed to wander about the islands from the

ocean to the sound since there were no fences. The animals frequently

roamed the oceanside beaches to escape both the heat of summer and the

mosquitos xvhich were plentiful along the sound shore. As those animals

rooted, grazed, and trampled the natural dunes near the beach, they

greatly altered the vegetation, thereby creating an environmental condition

far more susceptible to erosion. This had the effect of flattening the

beach and making it more vulnerable to tides than it had been previously.
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PROFILE OF A BARRIER ISLAND

Map 7- Profile of a Barrier Island
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This appraisal of early erosion held by most Bankers is in direct conflict

with the finding of Paul and Melinda Godfrey:

The southern part of the Outer Banks, however, has largely
been left alone except for grazing, which in places was apparently
quite heavy. Livestock were removed from the Banks in the late
1950's with the exception of Shackleford Banks, where today herds
of horses, cattle, goats, and sheep still hark back to the day
when all of the Banks were used for grazing, \-ihile the signs of
grazing pressure on Shackleford are quite evident, there does not
seem to be a wholesale general deterioration of the island due to
the livestock as some have maintained. I'That changes have occurred
in the past century, such as migrating dunes covering forests, we
believe are primarily due to hurricanes and natural recession.
Grassland cover has Increased on Shackleford since the early part
of this century despite heavy grazing pressure (1972:240).

Even so, any disturbance of the sand is still held today as a precursor

to beach erosion and anything that disturbs the sand is considered to be

bad by native Bankers. Consequently, the use of heavy machinery on any

beach is perceived to intensify erosion.

The Effect of Erosion

The effect of erosion on the beaches, in addition to the actual

movement or loss of beach material, is believed to cause the filling of

inlets. The fear of erosion causes frequent property sales. Also, the

dimunition of acreage along the Banks and especially within the National

Seashore are perceived to result from erosion along the ocean shore.

Beach erosion is believed to be responsible for the filling of inlets.

This idea is explained by Stick:

Most of the southern movement, and most of the filling action
comes from the ocean, where the littoral drift along this coast
from north to south causes sand to deposit in shoals and reefs on
the northern sides of the inlets. Without the countering action
of the fresh water flowing out of the inlets on the ebb tides,
cutting away the shores on the southern sides when the southbound
ocean currents are encountered, it is possible that all inlets along
the Banks could close up entirely (1958:6).
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Bankers hold detailed attitudes concerning the movement and

deposition of sand. For example, the sand which is taken from the

beaches along Bodie Island is carried southward and deposited in Oregon

Inlet, sand eroded from Cape Point to Katteras accretes in Hatteras

Inlet and, sand from the Ocracoke seashore is dropped in Ocracoke Inlet.

Bankers also believe the Herbert C. Bonner Bridge shares some of the

responsibility for the silting in of Oregon Inlet; pilings are asstimed

to restrict enough flow to allow for the accumulation of sediment. In

substantiation of this theory. Bankers note that since the bridge has

been built, enough sand has filled in the north side of the inlet to

necessitate an extra fifteen minutes traveling time via a longer boat

route from Oregon Inlet Marina to the open sea. Before the bridge was

built, this part of the trip was accomplished in only five minutes.

Land sales in areas where beach erosion is greatest are frequent

(Figures 9 and 10) and repetitious. Some of the properties have been

sold four or five times in as many years. Land ox^ners who are x^ell

acquainted x^ith erosion along the Outer Banks sell property to buyers who

are naive. If and x-;hen the new owner realizes the threat to his invest-

ment, he quickly finds another uninformed buyer. David Stick, in a speech

to the Dare County Board of Realtors, had this to say about land sales

in erosion prone areas:

Put it on a more personal basis. Have you sold lots on x^hich
cottages were destroyed or seriously damaged in the Ash Wednesday
Storm X'/ithout acquainting the purchaser with exactly what happened,
and strongly advising him against rebuilding on the same site?
Someone has, and a lot of the replacement cottages are on the verge
of falling overboard, or are threatened by impounded storm xíaters
(1973).
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Figures 9 and 10. Frequent land sales. Nags
Head, N. C., July, 1972.

1
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The last effect of erosion is that the National Seashore is losing

land. Since the Federal Government ovms all ocean front property in

every village for a distance of at least fifteen hundred feet back from

the shoreline, once this width of beach has been eroded the Park Service

will no longer own a continuous beach. Rather, it will hold disconnected

segments of beach where there are no villages, unless more land is acquired

for the park. This seems unlikely because the ownership of land has

changed character drastically. Nex-/ land ovmers of beach property will

not sell at the low prices for x^hich the government X7as originally able

to purchase this land from the old line Bankers families, until of course,

a severe storm causes a lowering of land values. As has been previously

mentioned, the construction of gently sloping barrier dunes which are

less conducive to erosion is already prohibitive because property ovmers

are not willing to allow their land to be used for dune construction

regardless of hox^/ beneficial it may be.

Solutions to Erosion as Proposed by Bankers

Owing to the serious nature of erosion, the Bankers have developed

certain definite attitudes concerning X7hat should and what should not be

done to eliminate this problem. On Roanoke Island, x^here erosion has

threatened historical sites, various measures have been taken. Groins on

the north end of Roanoke Island are cited by natives as proof that erosion

can be halted by the use of such structures. Dolan and Bosserman verify

the success of these features:

The northern part of Roanoke Island shoxmd striking changes
resulting from shoreline erosion betxmen 1851 and 1970... The only
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interruption of the natural erosional pattern occurred with
the construction of a breakwater and groin field along the
northeast shoreline in the 1950's (1972a:424).

More specifically.

Between 1950 and 1970 the northeastern shoreline accreted
about 30 feet (9 m) near the fort, where groins were installed
to curtail erosion... The area south of the fort, not protected
by groins, receded an average of 80 feet (24 m), or approximately
4 feet (1.2 ra) per year. The northern shore, from U. S. 64 to
Northwest Point, showed the maximum erosion for the twenty-year
period, with an average loss of 150 feet (45 m), or about 7.5 feet
(2.3 m) per year (1972a:426).

On Roanoke Island some residents are convinced that groins are the

solution for preserving not only Roanoke Island but the Bodie Island

beach as well. Even though areas which are dovm current from groins

characteristically recede, residents are convinced this is an illusion

caused by the dramatic deposition in the groin field (E. Midgette, 1972).

Bulkheads are not deemed to be a satisfactory solution to erosion

along the northern part of Roanoke Island because it is feared they are

easily undercut by longshore currents. Also residents are aware of the

great expense involved in constructing these features. This attitude is

compatible with popular technical opinion:

Sea walls are expensive and only suitable when all other means
of protection are impractical. In principle, the sea wall is de-
signed to absorb and reflect wave energy, as well as elevate the
problem area above the high water line. Unfortunately, sea walls,
bulkheads, and revetments do not prevent the loss of sand in front
of the structure. In fact, sea walls commonly accelerate the loss
of sand as the wall deflects the wave forces downward into the beach
deposit (1972d:12).

At Buxton where erosion destroyed parts of the Outer Banks Motel

during February of 1973, it was believed that a groin would be the best

solution (Dillon, 1972). Groins are suitable only where the land down

current from the groin is considered expendable (Dolan, 1972d:14).
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The Cape Hatteras Lighthouse is located about two thousand feet down

current from the Outer Banks Motel. Groins were not built in front of

the motel and no other effective measures were taken by the National

Park Service. Sand bags at the Outer Banks Motel were used several times

but obviously failed to curtail erosion at the site (Figures 11 and 12),

Sandbagging is a last resort and Bill Dillon believes the method used to

fill the sand bags contributed to increased erosion in front of his motel

the Outer Banks Motel. The bags were filled with material dredged from

the surf zone adjacent to the beach in front of the motel (Dillon, 1972).

There is one solution to erosion which all Bankers agree upon. The

shoreline builds out to a shipwreck. It has been suggested by residents

along the south Banks that old liberty ships be sunk off the Banks so

that erosion may be counteracted. If the Bankers are correct in their

estimation of the sea’s reaction to sunken ships off the coast then the

ships would help refurbish the barrier bars destroyed during the Ash

Wednesday Storm and at a smaller cost than some other potential solutions

In reference to the possibility of sinking liberty ships to not only

accelerate shoreline deposition, but increase the productivity of coastal

fishing waters. The Raleigh News and Observer states: "The state would

not have to pay for the ships but would be required to bear the cost of

preparing and properly sinking them" (1972:2).

Barrier Dunes as a Hazard During Storms

The greatest and most commonly feared storm hazard along the Banks

is the fear of impounded flood tides. Widespread, though not unanimous,

is the belief that during a severe storm water will flood the villages
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Figures 11 & 12. Failure of sandbagging at Outer Banks Motel.
Buxton, N. C., February, 1973.
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from the sound side; as the hurricane passes, water will not be

allowed to drain over into the ocean as in the past because of the dam

created by barrier dunes. In some places the dunes are greater than

fifteen feet high. Those homes of Banker families on the sound side

which are not elevated on pilings are vulnerable to flooding. In the

words of a prominent Manteo resident x^ho addressed the North Carolina

Marine Science Council:

"...when we do have a hurricane, x^hat's going to happen? These
dunes that did not exist prior to approximately eight to ten years
ago will cause the population to go underwater. The improvements
are going to be droxraed and along with the improvements that are
drox.;ned, x-ze are going to have people drowned" (Harvey, 1971).

The people of Hatteras village, in contrast with most other Bankers,

generally (but not without exception) recognize the dunes as an improve-

ment. There the dunes are not believed to be a hazard; on the contrary,

it is believed they have saved human life and have afforded considerable

protection to the village. Hatteras village is located on a x/ide but low

section of Hatteras Island and many older residents can recall past storms

xihich completely inundated the settlement. Severe flooding has been

eliminated since construction of the barrier dunes and residents credit

the dunes with decreasing the storm hazard. Prior to construction of the

barrier dunes the ocean x^ashed over the Banks to the sound about twelve

times each year (Harvey:1971). Residents of Hatteras judge these floods

to be much more severe than those caused by sound flooding because the

surf action of the ocean is xjorse than that of the sound. Those x-jho fear

sound flooding as a result of the barrier dunes suggest that the dunes

have duplicated the situation found in the mountainous regions x^here the
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water flow is constricted, thereby causing great damage during floods.^
If the existing dunes were lower, most all residents would approve of them.

The dunes are judged to build higher and higher of their oxm accord because

sand bloîvm up from the beach is caught by the dune and grass. This

process was understood when the Civilian Conservation Corps and Works

Progress Administration began erecting sand fences in the 1930's. The

problem today is that grass and other vegetation (Godfrey and Godfrey, 1972)

has moved in very close to the sea and now stops virtually all sand carried

from the beach. Those people at Hatteras village who approve of the dunes,

insist that the storm surges are a more than adequate check on the growth

of barrier dunes. They view the stabilized dunes system as a very tempo-

rary feature and, living on the sound-side as they do, are unconcerned

about oversteepening of the dune face and resultant erosion.

Flooding

The "omnipotence of the sea" permeates the perception of older

Bankers and the certainty of flooding is a way of life. Bernice Ballance

can still recall how during the "San Ciriaco" storm of 1899, a two-masted

freight boat which was anchored in the sound northwest of Hatteras, broke

its moorings and floated to the beach where it came to rest in a live oak

tree so high that a person could walk underneath the vessel without

touching the top of their hat. Even though only the bow or the stern of

this forty foot vessel might have been supported, this illustrates the

depth of sound-side flooding which might threaten a great number of

lives because of the artificial dam created by barrier dunes.

^All native Bankers would rather weather a storm on the Banks than
anywhere else IF the dunes were lower.
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Flooding is feared by the Banker, but not in a conventional sense.

The Banker accepts the threat as normal. It is less damaging to be

flooded from the sound than from the sea. Not only is the threat of

inlet formation lessened but fresh x<rater is much less destructive than

is salt water. Comparatively few native Bankers have been as free from

flood hazard as Captain Jesse Eldred Baum who has lived in a wooded area

on the sound side of Bodie Island since 1920. The water has been up to

his house several times, but only once did the sound water cover the floor.

A hurricane had passed slowly up the island and after several days of

northeasterly wind there occurred a two-hour calm as the eye of the storm

passed, followed by northwest and westerly winds. Captain Baum believes

the sound water during times of recent flooding was six to eight feet

higher than it was Xi^hen he xvas a boy (1972). Captain Baum x^as born in

1887. "Experts" have reported to the Bankers that the maximum sound

flood which can be expected is between four and six feet, but fexj

natives accept such modest limits (B. Baum, 1972).

An obstacle as small as a barrier dune or dune ridge, which retards

the movement of flood x^xater represents a hazard to the Outer Banker.

The Banker uses the follox^ing criteria for determining the relative

safety of a homesite: (1) flat land is apt to be flooded but not danger-

ously so. TThen a flat area is flooded, the xíater can recede quickly and

damage will be moderate and repairable; (2) higher land (above fifteen

feet) is not apt to be flooded and provides an excellent homesite pro-

vided it is sheltered from the x>xind; and (3) areas near dunes are very

hazardous because flood waters xíill likely become impounded against the

obstacle and become dangerously deep as a result. The classic example
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of this Banker theory is illustrated in the folklore concerning Boyd Gray,

a former Buxton Postmaster. Mr. Gray, in attempting to protect his home

against ocean-side flooding, built an artificial barrier dune around his

home years before the idea became widely used along the Outer Banks. This

dune was U-shaped and open toward the sound. Folklore has it that during

one rather insignificant hurricane Mr. Gray took some neighboring resi-

dents into his home for the duration of the storm. After the eye of the

hurricane passed and the wind shifted to the northwest, the sound tide

began to rise and encroach upon the village. As the v/ater rose, the

barrier dune, which was meant to protect against ocean tides, confined

the sound tide until the water level rose nearly to the top of the dune.

The first floor of Mr. Gray's house became completely flooded with water

and the second floor was endangered vihen the occupants cut an opening

in the roof with an axe. No one v/as hurt (B. Ballance, 1972).

Some fifty years ago, residents of Ocracoke believed the island

was so flat that the water would never get too high. This Banker idea

was based upon the knowledge of impounded flood water such as that

described above. The Great Atlantic Hurricane of 1944 was one of the most

severe storms of this century and it caused such severe flooding in

Ocracoke that residents who were there, concede that flood water can

become dangerously deep even if the land is flat (Howard, 1972).

In summation, fear of flood water is considerable to the Banker. It

represents the major cause of damage to his house and other properties.

Had fear of flooding been the determining factor in settlement of the

Banks, Nags Head Woods and Buxton would be the only settlements. The

Chicamacomico area, Avon, Hatteras, and Ocracoke are situated on land
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which is subject to frequent flooding, especially sans artificial dunes.

Early residents of the Banks chose to contend with the effect of flooding

because they felt less able to cope with the destructive effects of high

wind velocities. Even though modern homes employ techniques of con-

struction which are capable of withstanding hurricane force winds, early

settlement occurred when methods of construction were relatively unsophisticated.

Wind Hazard

Flooding along the Outer Banks always occurs as a result of vzind

driven tides even though fairly high wind velocities can occur without

consequent flooding. It is difficult to question a Banker about either

wind or flood hazard exclusively because he claims he has never had

flood tides in the absence of high wind velocities. Damon Gray of

Hatteras clarified the relative importance of wind vs. flood by explaining

that early residents were more afraid of wind damage than flood damage (1972).

Ninety-five per cent of the native homes are built atop supports ^diich are

bet^-zeen one and two feet in height. These short brick or concrete block

pillars allov/ flood water to pass harmlessly under the house. Tlie height

of these supports is governed, to some degree, upon the maximum flood

depth known to occur at the location of the home. Damon Gray elevated

his home in Hatteras from fourteen inches to nineteen inches above ground

level after the Great Atlantic Hurricane passed in 1944 (1972). He did

not raise his home more than he felt was necessary to avoid common flooding

because it is a common belief along the Banks that structures more than

ti'^o or three feet above the ground are far more susceptible to wind

damage (1972).
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Creeks as a Flood Producing Agent

Safety is often pitted against economic concerns. The Rollinson

Creek has been dredged (Rollinson Canal), to provide shelter for boats.

It is the attitude of some residents of Hatteras that canals, such as

the Rollinson Canal in hatteras village, are a hazard during storms.

This canal is dredged to a depth of fifteen feet and is perpendicular

to the sound side coast of Hatteras. It is believed that sound water

is given easy access to the village during storms through this deep channel.

The Hazard of Prospective Sound-side Dunes

Most of those people on the Banks who have voiced an opinion, are

afraid of the construction of sound-side barrier dunes to protect against

sound flooding. Based upon a limited number of private experiments it

is believed that these features would dam up the flood water to dangerous

levels if constructed. It is assumed that no matter how carefully these

features vzere constructed, the ocean or the sound water would come in

sooner or later and the effects would be more severe. Although the idea

of building sound-side dunes has been advocated by one of the Outer Banks'

leading citizens (Stock, 1972), no serious attempt to implement such a

system is expected.

Inlet Formation

One of the greatest concerns of the veteran Outer Banker is the

formiation of inlets during storms. Although the relationship betxjeen inlet

formation and the occurrence of storms along the Outer Banks is open to

some question (Fisher, 1962), the Bankers are unanimous in the belief that

storms and only storms are responsible for the creation of inlets. The
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threat of inlet formation is perceived to exist v/henever the ocean floods

through to the sound during storms. This is believed to occur vjherever

the ocean side dunes are lowest and the islands are narrowest. The

ocean, even though it may flow through to the sound, will not keep an

inlet open. David Stick explains:

Meanwhile, the ocean waters, built up into giant rollers across
many hundred miles of open sea and driven up those same easterly
gale and hurricane winds, are not forced through the inlets, but
if the tide is high just as the hurricane approaches, they are likely
to roll across low parts of the Banks as well, cutting away all
semblance of protective dunes in the low spots along the back of
the beach (1958:7).

and.

The inlets do close from time to time, and when they open again,
or when other inlets cut through to take their place, it is almost
invariably the action of sound water which forces them open (Stick,
1958:6).

The danger to man in this environment is illustrated in another comment

by David Stick:

He said there were several other families living in the immediate
area vjhere the inlet cut through, and ’to their great surprise, in
the morning they saw the sea and the sound conncected together, and
the live oaks washing up by the roots and tumbling into the ocean
(1958:297).

That description concerns the formation of Hatteras Inlet and the follov/ing

describes another cut just to the west of Hatteras Inlet: "The Coast Guard

Station which succeeded it was threatened by erosion in recent years, and

in a storm in 1955 a new channel cut through west of the inlet, and the

Coast Guard Station buildings disappeared" (Stick, 1958:297).

Some sections of the Banks are more prone to inlet formation than others.

Immediately north of Buxton the land is narrow and the ocean and Pamlico

Sound have joined to form an inlet on several occasions since 1962. Sand
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deposited as recently as February 10-11, 1973 on top of North Carolina

Highv/ay 12 confirms oceanic oveniash (Figures 13 and 14). A t\-7elve foot

high barrier dune was broken by the oven^rash and has recently been

rebuilt (Figure 15). This same area is regarded as inlet prone because

deep water (Cape Channel) leads up to the narrow neck of land. When an

inlet is formed, such as the Buxton Inlet which was opened by the Ash

Wednesday Storm of 1962, the result is immediate isolation from Avon and

the north Banks by residents of Buxton, Frisco, and Hatteras villages.

Residents of Buxton, Frisco and Hatteras were forced to use boat trans-

portation in leaving or returning their severed segment of the island.

Residents south of the new inlet were distressed and eager to have the

inlet filled in or bridged. The residents of Avon, just north of the

inlet, were quite satisfied with the development of the new inlet just

to the south because they thought it would be convenient to have more

rapid access to the sea (z\. Gray, 1972).

A temporary one lane wooden bridge was constructed to serve until

the inlet filled naturally. The inlet did not fill in, rather it eroded

southward and transportation was again cut. An organized effort was

begun in Buxton and Hatteras to retard the inlet's movement by depositing

old automobile bodies in the inlet. This proved to be unsuccessful and

a dredge was brought in to fill the inlet in 1963. This attempt also

was unsuccessful because the inlet was both swift and deep (Dillon, 1972).

The aid of a second dredge was contracted and the two dredges were able

to close the breach eighteen months after the inlet vras formed. Conser-

vative estimates in Buxton and Hatteras agree the inlet would bey now

have eroded south to the location of Buxton had it not been closed.
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Figures 13 & 14. Sand deposition on Highway 12. Buxton, N. C.,
February, 1973.
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Figure 15. Rebuilt barrier dune. Buxton, N. C., February, 1973.

Figure 16. Hattie Creef. Rodanthe, N. C., February, 1973.
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Estimates also conclude that the inlet would have remained open several

more years before closing naturally. Storm caused inlets such as the

Buxton Inlet are considered to be dangerous. During severe storms it is

common for several inlets to be cut; the Bankers cite the Great Atlantic

Hurricane of 1944, which opened six new inlets, as an example. It is

difficult to verify this folk information because inlets may fill in

before anyone can get into the area. Therefore many temporary inlets

have only been seen by natives.

Oceanic Overwash

The most recent fear which is perceived by the Banker is the fear

of oceanic overwash as a system of maintaining the National Seashore.

If the ocean were allowed to wash over into the sound during storm periods,

the natural balance of salt would be maintained in the sound and the whole

sound-sea-barrier island system would be closer to a state of natural

equilibrium, but it is feared settlement on the Banks would be in some

jeopardy. If communities such as Chicamacomico, Kinnaket and Hatteras

were not protected from the sea, they would be subject to ocean flooding

and the possibility of inlet formation. If, on the other hand, these

sites were protected while the uninhabited stretches of the National

Seashore were not, they would become a type of erosional headland with

intervening cusps. The Bankers are not ready to return to the natural

system even though Robert Dolan considers it the best option for future

management :

Survival of the natural barrier island system along the coast
of North Carolina requires a strategy of man-and-nature rather
than man-over-nature. We have attempted to 'drav/ a line’ and pre-
vent the sea from passing—this may be possible in isolated areas,
but the cost will be great. Since the Cape Hatteras portion of
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coastal North Carolina has already developed in places to the point
that it would he very difficult to remove the highway, it must be
maintained; however, as the barrier dunes continue to narrow, in-
creased oven^ash and inlet formation can be forecast. Many of
the structures which have been built near the beach will surely
be lost and the highway will require re-location within a few
years (1972:18).

The opinion held by Bankers about oceanic overwash is that the Federal

Government would simply be taking the most economically expedient option.

Wiile the topics discussed above are referred to as fears, the

Banker will not usually perceive them in that way. Each of the phenomena

which have been considered do pose a threat or danger to the Banker. The

Banker recognizes duration of the storm, erosion, barrier dunes, flooding,

vjind, creeks, prospective sound-side dunes, inlet formation, and oceanic

oven^ash as presenting actual or potential hazard conditions. His

attitudes and resultant actions in dealing with matters related to

conservation and/or development have been and will continue to be in-

fluenced by these beliefs.



V. IimiAN ADJUSTMENT

Today, the native residents of the Outer Banks exhibit confidence

in their ability to survive a hazardous storm. This faith in one's own

ability to safely survive high winds and flood tides is based in part

upon a system of folk adjustments. These techniques serve the Banker

quite well and demonstrate his resourcefulness in dealing V7ith the damaging

effects of storms. The adjustment which has been made by the residents

of the Outer Banks can be described in two parts: (1) temporary procedures

and techniques used to cope with storm hazard, and (2) permanent adjustments.

Temporary Adjustments

A variety of techniques and procedures have been developed through

the years. Preparation before the storm is the most important measure

taken as well as being the most widely and strongly sanctioned. I'Jhen

any Outer Banker is asked what he does to cope with storm hazard, he

almost invariably replies that one must prepare before the storm. Hurricane

velocity winds are destructive even to an unlatched door because the wind

can tear the door from its hinges. The following adjustments are listed

in order of their perceived importance.

The Protection of Boats

The protection of boats is one of the primary concerns to the Banker

during times of storm. First, a boat of any type represents a substantial

investment to the Banker in terms of time and/or money. Second, in the

past, the boat has been the Bankers' most trusted means of transportation
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even during times of storm. Gage Williams, the last captain of the Hattie

Greef (Figure 16), recalls using his vessel to rescue residents of Avon

during the Great Atlantic Hurricane of 1944 (Williams, 1972). Even

though the Hattie is smaller than some existing sport fishing boats, it

was sufficient in size to safely transport residents of Avon to safety in

Elizabeth City, North Carolina. Even though modern bridges leading to

the Outer Banks are much less vulnerable to hurricane damage than the

original bridges, boats remain the ultimate form of transportation to

these Islanders. Third, for many Bankers, boats are necessary for their

life's work.

The protection of boats during storms is accomplished in two ways.

Tlie boat may be taken to a comparatively sheltered dock or moored in one

of the sheltered village creeks. A second method practiced infrequently

today is to remove the engine and other damageable parts to a shelter

and to sink the boat (Hooper, 1972). This method is also practiced in

the Bahamas (Douglas, 1958:331).

The Protection of Motor Vehicles

After the boat has been sheltered, attention is turned to the

protection of the automobile and/or truck. Vehicles are moved to higher

ground to avoid any damage by flood water. Most all families today have

garages which are elevated (Figure 17) and equipped with doors to protect

the windows and body from wind blox'm salt, sand and other loose objects.

If an automobile were left unprotected, sand blasting would frost the

windows, pit the chrome, and remove the paint. Any usable gas tanks are

filled, including those of boats and automobiles, and fuel tanks are

buried in the soil. Unfilled fuel tanks buried in the soil have been
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Figure 17. Elevated garage. Ocracoke, N. C.,
July, 1972.

Figure 22. Houses at Pond Island. Nags Head,
N. C., July, 1972.
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knotjn to float to the surface once the sandy soil becomes flooded.

Protection of the Home

The Bankers attention is next turned to his home. Wooden blinds

are shut, and if the severity of the forecast warrants, they are nailed

shut. One window is left open on the lee side of the house to relieve

pressure differences. If flood waters threaten to inundate the home, a

resident removes carpeting and stores it above the floor. Furniture is

blocked up above the expected water level. If flooding becomes a real

danger, residents of flooded homes may evacuate to some safer meeting

place. Mr. and Mrs. Asa Gray's Grocery Store, located at Waves on

North Carolina Highway 12, and the General Billy Mitchell Restaurant,

located at Hatteras village on North Carolina Highway 12, are two examples

of such meeting places. These community meeting places are usually

located on some of the highest ground in the village. They are often

grocery stores or restaurants, and most importantly they are normally

t^-ro story buildings.

It is normally considered best to stay at home because any damage

inflicted by a hurricane to the house can be tended immediately. There

is a strong belief along the Outer Banks that one should get inside and

stay inside during a storm. Even a small object blown by hurricane winds

can cause serious injury and the Bankers are adamant about the safety

of staying in their homes. A factor having considerable bearing on the

preference for remaining in the home is that if flood water covers the

floor, it can be swept from the residence immediately as the v/ater level

recedes rather than waiting until the sand and mud have been deposited

on the floor.
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P ost Storm Adjustment

After a storm has passed and flood v^raters recede, it has been a

traditional practice for the residents to have a feast. Chickens were

most vulnerable to floodwater and constituted bill of fare for most of

the meal (s); however, other animals were also dro^med if the V7ater

became deep enough. It was the custom to fatten pigs for the winter and

on one occasion it was related (Howard, 1972) that the owners of a certain

pig made elaborate arrangements for his survival. A storm occurred in

the late fall and much time and money had been expended on the pig's v/ell

being. A two wheeled cart was secured and deep ruts were dug in the

sand to accommodate the wooden wheels and as the cart x^as rolled into

the ruts, the bed of the cart lowered to the ground. The pig x^as then

easily loaded into the cart and wheeled up a ramp onto the porch where

it x^7as thought the pig x-70uld be elevated enough to keep it from drox-ming.

The pig was then secured by means of a strong rope collar fastened to

rafters in the porch roof. The residents, expecting a severe flood, left

for a community gathering in a safer structure. Sometime during the

storm, the cart rolled out from under the pig, x^hich x-;as suddenly left

suspended from the ceiling to die of strangulation. Although livestock

is no longer kept on the Outer Banks today, food freezers are. With the

passage of a storm the electricity is often out long enough to cause

spoilage of refrigerated items. Consequently, the storm caused loss of

foodstuffs on the Banks today is probably just as severe and xjfdespread

as it ever x^-^as.
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Permanent Adjustments

Bankers believe that hurricane resistant houses should be built in

a certain way. Few native-built homes are constructed in such a way

as to incorporate all the features which are believed to provide maximum

safety from storm damage. Expense forces the Banker to compromise. Good

building materials have long been available at a modest price or free

for the labor of taking. As David Stick comments: "There are houses in

almost every coastal community in North Carolina built wholly or in part

from lumber salvaged from wrecked vessels..." (1952:4).

Wahab Howard's house in Ocracoke village illustrates how materials

for a very substantial structure have been available to the Banker from

shipwrecks. This dwelling is constructed of Georgia heart pine and was

purchased for eight dollars per one-thousand board feet. Tlie floor

joists are constructed of rough four-by-six inch beams. The house

sustained ten inches of vjater above the floor during the 1944 storm with

no structural damage (Hooper, 1972). Burgess Hooper's house at Waves

is an example of a house built around a large diameter vertical beam

buried a few feet beneath the surface which is believed to provide the

structure with great strength. Building materials salvaged from wrecked

vessels are unique and their resistance to storm damage is not precisely

known except by their age; most are over thirty years old.

Many of the houses were built with air passages in the gable end

to guard against dangerous pressure differences. The pitch of angle

of the roof is also considered critical in withstanding heavy winds.

Steeply pitched gable roofs are believed to be the best option
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and some builders believe the face of this type of roof should be

slightly concave. Flat roofs are commonly believed to be hazardous espe-

cially if they have overhangs. It is believed that this type of construction

will increase the possibility of the roof being torn off during high winds.

The Juniper shingle roofs which were so common along the Banks in years

past were an effective precaution against the ravages of the wind. Due

to the irregularities of such a roof, the air flow over the surface is

broken and the potential lift caused by the motion of air over a plane

surface is dissipated.

Historically the Banker has been more afraid of the wind than the

tide. Homes were built upon short (one to three feet) stilts, not because

it was thought the water would never come that high but because the Banker

didn't want the wind under his house. Before concrete block or brick

was available for use as stilts, the Banker used cedar blocks. Even

today the Banker believes that the newer beach homes built by absentee

oxmers atop eight-feet high pilings will suffer very severe damage

because they are too exposed to the wind. Kniffen and Wright (1963)

found that residents of Cameron Parish in Louisiana chose to rebuild

their homes after severe storm damage in a manner identical to those less

threatened house types inland even though they had been repeatedly

advised that pilings were superior and should be used.

W^ood is considered to be the best building material. Masonry is more

vulnerable to severe storms than wood structures, because high winds can

drive moisture through a mortared wall robbing it of its strength unless

it is reinforced with steel and concrete columns set at intervals

(Douglas, 1958:330). Insurance rates, however, for fire and windstorm
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damage average approximately one-third higher for frame structures than

for masonry because damage from either fire or Xi7Índstorm is covered under

the same policy. Therefore there is no compensation given for the

superior resistance to xvindstorm by wooden structures. Residents of

other storm prone areas have preferred x^ooden structures also (Tannehill,

1955:125).

The Banker recognizes the greater safety of a two story building

rather than a one story. There is more x^eight per square foot on the

foundation which decreases the likelihood that the building x-jill float

off its foundation x-rhen inundated. Many homes along the Banks are

equipped with trap doors in the floor to alloxj the water to come up into

the house if the structure is in danger of floating. During the 1944

hurricane, occupants of the United States Coast Guard Station at Ocracoke,

fex; of xihom xrere natives, watched as the storm tide rose. As one native

reported (Hox/ard, 1972) "...they xjere scared nearly to death." The

area around the station was completely covered with x^ater and Wahab Howard

positioned himself near the door as the station building began to tremble

and rock. Large eight-x/neel amphibious trucks which were parked nearby

were considered by Mr. Howard to be the safest place if the building were

to break loose. He thought that if he could make it to one of the vehicles,

and hold on to a vxheel until the x-zorst was over, he would be safe. Before

the building succumbed, hox^ever, all of the large vehicles x^:ere x*;ashed

into the surf. The commanding officer then asked if there was nothing

xjhich could be done to save the structure and Wahab Howard suggested

"scuttling the floor." The commanding officer answered, "Do anything

you want to, don't even ask permission." Because the fire axes were
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out being painted, meat cleavers were used to cut a hole in the floor.

The men were so frightened that very little time was required to

accomplish the task. IJhen the floor was cut, the water gushed nearly to

the ceiling. The rooms flooded t-jaist deep and the building settled onto

its foundation. This technique was used along the Banks in flood prone

areas as long ago as the storm of 1899.

An accepted practice by some Bankers in flood prone areas is to raise

their houses as high as previous floods have been known to reach. If a

new house were flooded three inches, the owner would block up the house

three inches. For this reason, few houses are bolted to their foundations.

The building code adopted for Dare County (including the study area)

in 1962 requires that new homes built within one hundred and fifty feet

of the high water mark of the Atlantic Ocean must be constructed on

pilings driven at least eight feet in the ground (Figure 19). The floor,

walls, and ceiling of these houses must all be bolted to the pilings.

The law is designed to protect all structures against winds greater than

seventy-five miles per hour (Doughty, 1972). The pressure exerted by an

eighty mile per hour wind is twenty-six pounds per square foot (Douglas,

1958:329), but as the wind speed increases, the pressure exerted upon

an exposed surface such as a wall does not Increase arithmetically but

geometrically. Hence, the pressure of a one hundred mile per hour wind

is thirty-five pounds per square foot and a one hundred and fifty mile

per hour wind has the weight of one hundred and t\-7elve pounds per square

foot (Douglas, 1958:329). The present building code is not designed to

protect homes from this high a V7ind velocity in an unsheltered area.
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Figure 19. Exposed pilings of new residence. Kitty Hav:k, N.C
February, 1973.

Figure 21. Structure on s tilts. Kitty Hawk, N.C., February, 1973.
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The "typical" Banker's house is located on the sound side, in a

wooded area protected from the wind, and often on high ground atop short

brick stilts. The house is open or can easily be opened underneath to

allow the water to pass beneath the structure if need be. The roof is

slanted and air passages are clear to the outside (Figures 18 and 20).

By contrast, the tourists owner is most apt to locate his house on the

ocean side. The structure will be built upon eight foot high stilts in

an open area (Figure 21).

I’Jhen asked if he thought his older house on the sound was safer

than those new homes on the ocean front, one well-respected lifetime

Banker simply began to laugh. The Banker feels secure in his home. A

very significant point is that the Banker does not expect to escape the

flood tide, rather he accepts it as part of life to have a little water

in the house from time to time. This attitude is foreign to the resident

of the mainland or recent "tourist" settler on the Outer Banks. Absentee

o\mers rely upon real estate agents or some other organization to dis-

connect the electricity and water, protect the xíindows, and othen-zise

insure protection during storms. In some instances owners may call from

their home, hundreds of miles away, and demand protective action for their

cottage on the basis of weather forecasts which they have heard predicting

the weather for the "Cape Ilatteras" when the storm in question is four

hundred miles south of Cape Hatteras. Absentee o\'mers can't accept water

damage. They assume it is preventable.

The perception of Bankers is characterized as lack of faith in

technology whereas the perception of absentee OT^mers is characterized

by complete faith in technology.
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Figure 18. Concave roof. Nags Head, N. C.,
July, 1972.

Figure 20. Concave roof with air passage.
Bodie Island, July, 1972.



VI. RELATIVE SAFETY

Residents hold very definite ideas concerning the hazardousness

of places along the Outer Banks of North Carolina. These cultural appraisals

demonstrate interrelationships bet^^?een the natural environment and the

previously discussed fears. Even though the South Banks are considered

more hazardous than Roanoke Island or Bodie Island, there are five loca-

tions throughout the entire region which the Banker identifies as being

dangerous. Each of these locations is deemed hazardous for different

reasons. From north to south the areas are; (1) Nags Head between North

Carolina Highway 158 and the beach road, (2) the causeway between Roanoke

and Bodie Islands, (3) the southern sound-side of Bodie Island, (4) the

Chicamacomico area, and (5) Hatteras village.

Sound side locations are generally considered to be much safer than

ocean side locations for residences. The ultimate in perceived safety is

a high x\rooded area on the sound side of an island. The several areas

which are deemed hazardous are especially so because of alterations of

the environment by man.

The North Banks

Nags Head

One area which the natives regard as being particularly hazardous

as a result of human interference is located between the Highway 158 bypass

and the beach road at Nags Head on Bodie Island. Barrier dunes have been

built to elevations of some ten feet or more along the beach, thereby
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creating an artificial dam. The normal overwash during a storm tide

would crest the dunes and flow across to the sound which is always low

(a nine foot difference in elevation) V7hen tlie ocean tide is high.

Since the construction of Highii/ay 158 to the west of the beach road,

any ovem^ash is trapped. The highway is crowned up some five to ten

feet in elevation to prohibit washouts and to maintain traffic flow

during periods of high water. The road effectively holds the ocean

storm tide up against the barrier dunes thereby causing a deep body of

water in and around the development located along the beach road which

is the lowest portion of the hazardous area.

During the Ash Wednesday Storm of 1962, both residences and stores

were flooded by ovenv’ash. Some homes which had weathered other severe

storms with no water, took as much as four feet of flooding. One native

(J. Midgett, 1972) reports that six tenths of a foot more water washed

over the beach during the 1933 storm and no structure took any V7ater.

That was before the construction of North Carolina Highway 12.

From Kitty Hawk to Hatteras respondents both agree and sympathize

with the residents of this perceived hazard area. Some proposals which

have been made to alleviate the threat of flooding within this potential

man-made storm reservoir include: building of bridge spans, construction

of aquaducts, or the grading of dips in Highway 158, to allow overwash

to flow through to the sound. None of these suggestions have been acted

upon by the state. It is the belief of many Bankers that the state does

not rebuild the road to facilitate overwash because if it did so, it may

open the way for many property damage suits by the residents who live in

the area and who were flooded during the Ash Wednesday Storm. Strips
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of land to accommodate the proposed aquaducts or spillways from the

ocean to the sound in Nags Head would be quite expensive today and

even more expensive in the future. The costs of making such a change would

be prohibitive, even today, since development has raised the cost of land.

I t is feared by residents that the hazardous situation will not be

corrected until a severe storm causes extreme property damage, thereby

causing a decline in property value, or lives are lost.

The Ash Wednesday Storm was an extratropical disturbance which struck

in March. The water temperature in March is cold enough to be exceedingly

dangerous to human beings who are exposed to it. Bosserman states that,

"One of these disturbances, generating wave heights over 17.1 feet, can

be expected every three years with the most probable occurrence in March"

(1968:41). Consequently, residents who never left their homes in Nags

Head prior to the construction of Highway 158 or the Ash Wednesday Storm,

do leave today during a storm.

The Causeway betv;een Roanoke and Bodie Island

Farther south, where United States Highways 64 and 264 connect

Roanoke Island with Bodie Island via tv70 bridges and a causeway, there

is another hazardous area. The causev/ay, referred to locally as Pond

Island, is a low lying, flat, man-made landform which extends westward

from Bodie Island to the Roanoke Sound Bridge. As hurricanes pass the

area, water is forced into Currituck and Albemarle Sound, but as the

wind shifts this water surges back toward the east. The closest outlet

f or this water to the sea is Oregon Inlet and to reach that point the

water must flov? south around Roanoke Island. The causeway acts as a
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restriction to this natural flow and often goes unden-^ater even during

mild storms. This researcher has seen sixty mile per hour winds drive

more than two feet of flowing water across the causeway. Houses are

built on Pond Island atop stilts, but the sand in v/hich the pilings are

driven is very unstable during a severe storm (Figure 22). The local

residents perceive the development of Pond Island as being a hazardous

mistake. Also, the restriction of flood currents through this area is

believed to endanger the commercial district of Manteo. Pæsidents of

that community reason that when the free flow of water is restricted

and not allovred to empty Currituck and Albemarle Sounds to the south,

the water levels driven by hurricane winds will consequently swamp

do^mtox^ Manteo.

The Southern Sound Side of Bodie Island

Although the region is uninhabited, there are similar sections along

the southern sound side of Bodie Island which restrict the water flow to

the sea. Before the construction of the barrier dunes, oceanic overwash

occurred seven to fourteen times a year along the Banks. The salt content

of the sea water killed most of the vegetation, but today with the barrier

dune, a growth of Myrtle Bushes (Myrica cerifera) are thriving along the

sound side. These bushes are entrapping v/ind blown sands and building

the island slowly westward according to native observers. Aquatic grasses

(Spartina alterniflora) which grew in the area before the Myrtle Bushes,

did not cause the accumulation of sediment as rapidly as occurs today.

Lifetime residents such as Balfour Baum, the Supervising Park Ranger,

believe increased accreetion of the island, caused by the lack of overv/ash

and subsequent change in vegetation to be responsible for impounding
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flood tides thus increasing the hazardousness of Manteo, Pond Island,

and sound-side settlements to the north (1972).

The South Banks

The residents of Roanoke and Bodie Island believe that the South

Banks are extremely dangerous during a storm, but the residents of the

area feel quite safe. Hatteras Island residents claim that no person

has ever been killed or injured on the island because of a hurricane

and surmise, therefore, that there can be no safer place. Records

indicate, hov/ever, that betv;een one (Bearden, 1969:24) and three

(Hodges, 1962) people have died on Hatteras Island since 1900 due to

storm related causes.

T he Chicamacomico Area

Residents of the Chicamacomico area to not consider themselves to

live in either the most hazardous or the safest site on Hatteras Island.

They feel secure, however, with Wimble Shoals, a barrier bar, protecting

the beach. Buxton is considered to be the safest settlement in the

Kinnakeet area. Avon is generally considered the most hazardous village

on Hatteras Island although it is not dangerous except during the worst

storms. During the 1944 storm, ninety-six homes in Avon were removed

from their foundations and washed over to the beach. Even during the

worst of times however, the residents cling tenaciously to this area of

the Banks. Gage Williams, the last captain of the Hattie Creef, remembers

evacuating residents before a second storm struck in the year 1944. He

recalls of the less severe storm, "Both men and women said if there was

enough land left, they would go back to it" (1972). Today Avon has a lovj
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sound-side barrier dune which is considered to be a real improvement.

There have been cases of families moving out of the Kinnakeet area

after a severe storm. Seven or eight families moved to Manteo after the

1899 storm, another seven or eight families after the storm in 1910, and

finally after the 1944 storm several families moved to a section of

Manteo which V7as to then become knotm as "Little Kinnakeet." This

section is located on the northeast side of United States Highway 64

just northx^est of the Manteo Motel. Buxton residents by contrast boast

that they have never had water in their homes, even during the 1944 storm.

Residents of Avon frequently seek storm refuge in Buxton homes.

Hatteras Village

Hatteras village has some vegetation, live oaks (Quercus Virginiana)

and red cedars (Quniperus Virginiana), but is less than ten feet above

sea level except for the barrier dunes. Although residents of Hatteras

admit that Buxton is less hazardous during storms, there exists a strong

rivalry between residents of the communities of Hatteras and Buxton; in

fact, there is considerable civic pride and spirit in each of the

communities along the National Seashore. Consequently, there are old

time residents who admit some residents of Hatteras village would rather

drown than go to Buxton to seek shelter during a storm. A resident from

Ocracoke is the most befriended "outsider," but no one from Ocracoke

would go to Hatteras during a storm because Ocracoke is thought to be

better protected. Ocracoke is some distance from the beach, higher in

elevation than Hatteras village and thickly vegetated. If a resident

of Ocracoke leaves his home because of the threat of storm hazard, he

would most likely go to Buxton because of its perceived safety.
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Sound-side vs. Ocean-side Settlement

Settlement of the sound side of the Outer Banks has not resulted

from the threat of storm damage on the ocean side. Every reason known

to the writer which has contributed to settlement of the sound side

is economic. The first European settlers probably depended upon water

transportation as heavily as did the modem residents prior to the

construction of roads and bridges. In so doing they must have gravitated

to the sound side where their crude boats could be moved easily along

the sound-side coast. Later boat landings acted as terminal freight

stations for goods being shipped to or from settlements along the Banks.

Also, in the absence of paved roads, it was difficult for Bankers to

transport any sizeable commodity across the sand (B. Baum, 1972).

Settlement of the sound side betx<7een 1720 and 1920 resulted from the

economic attractions of the sound as a transportation media and as a

source of income (fishing).

Although Bankers perceive the sound side to be safer than the ocean

side and live along the sound-side coast for the most part, native

Bankers are not prohibited by this attitude from building motels and

homes along the ocean side when it seems lucrative. For example, David

Stick’s home and some of his housing developments on Bodie Island, Mrs.

Asa Gray Junior’s home and motel at Waves, The Durant Motel at Hatteras

village, and other have been built on the ocean side by natives since

the influx of tourists have made such constructions economically profitable.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Treatment of attitudes, beliefs, and ideas concerning storm hazard

along the Outer Banks has been accomplished through both analysis and

synthesis. First, on the basis of information obtained through question-

naires and interviews, differing cultural attitudes about storm hazard

were found to covary with sex and age groups in the native population.

Female residents are both uncertain and reluctant in their appraisal of

storm hazard. Young to middle age males express precise attitudes.

However, these attitudes are based upon experience with storm hazards

since the construction of artificial barrier dunes. These barrier dunes

provide temporary but substantial protection from storm hazard and have

thereby altered the true native attitudes. Only the older male lifetime

residents along the Outer Banks retain a true native perception of

storm hazard.

Storm recollections are used as an indicator of awareness of storm

hazard. Lifetime residents of the Outer Banks can collectively recall

hazardous storms as long ago as 1899, as well as many of the storms which

have threatened the Outer Banks since that time. These storms provide

the Banker with the raw information, derived through actual experience,

which he then translates into perceived attitudes pertaining to storm

hazard.

The study of folk prediction is a synthesis which combines the

Bankers' awareness and experience into a distinguishable set of ideas and

behavioral patterns. Folk prediction of storm hazard along the Outer

Banks includes beliefs about the language of the sea, the color of the
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sea, the direction and velocity of the wind, wildlife, clouds and

barometric pressure.

There are ten exigencies of storms which the Banker fears. By

separating these perceived hazards, it becomes possible to explain and

define each one. They are: the duration of a storm as a function

hazard, erosion by storms, barrier dunes as a hazard during storms, flood

hazard, wind hazard, creeks as a flood producing agency, the hazard of

prospective soundside dunes, inlet formation, and oceanic ovei\7ash. The

Banker may use attitudes based upon these fears either singularly or in

combination as he culturally adjusts to a hazardous storm related situation.

Today, native residents of the Outer Banks employ techniques which

attempt to circumvent damage from storms. There are temporary procedures

which are used immediately before, during, and immediately after a storm

and there are more permanent adjustments to storm hazard such as the

construction and location of Banker homes. These culturally determined

adaptive procedures demonstrate ways in which the Banker has synthesized

folk ideas in order to solve storm related problems.

The Banker uses folk ideas about storms, combines these with his

knowledge of the composite landscape, and forms definite opinions about

the relative safety of places along the Banks. Roughly in order of

decreasing danger, the Banker perceives five hazardous areas: Nags Head

between United States Highway 158 bypass and 158 business, the causeway

between Roanoke and Bodie Islands, the southern sound-side of Bodie

Island, the Chicamacoraico Area, and Hatteras village.
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In more general terms the villages within the Cape Hatteras National

Seashore (the communities of Rodanthe, Waves, Salvo, Avon, Buxton, Frisco,

Hatteras, and Ocracoke) are perceived to be the most hazardous places to

live because they are inaccessible during times of high water. Settle-

raents on Hatteras Island are frequently cut off from the mainland by storm

water which covers North Carolina Highway 12. This condition makes land

transportation off the island difficult or impossible during storms. It

is also characteristic of the people who live in these villages to remain

on the island during the passage of a hurricane. Therefore, the south

Banks villages of Hatteras and Ocracoke are perceived to be most hazardous.

An area including the residents of the villages of Kitty Hawk, Kill Devil

Hills, Nags Head and the town of Manteo is perceived to be less hazardous

because evacuation routes (United States Highways 158 and 264) remain

open during flood tides.

Modem settlement of the Outer Banks by outsiders has disregarded

these hazard zones which are perceived by the native. Even though

settlement of the Banks by outsiders has concentrated in the north Banks,

some areas such as the causeway between Roanoke and Bodie Islands, which

are considered by the Bankers to be extremely hazardous are settled entirely

by recent non-native residents. These anomalies indicate motives for

settlement other than awareness and fear of hazard zones.

This tenet is further supported by the sound-side and ocean-side

preferences of natives as compared with newcomers. The most significant

historical difference in settlement location of the Outer Banks has been

the selection of sound-side rather than ocean-side sites by the Bankers

themselves. Fear of damage caused by storm tides along the ocean beaches
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is widespread among the natives. However, sound-side settlement is due

to the economic advantage it affords these island fishermen, rather than

the influence of any factors related to safety. Natives have traditionally

perceived a need for sound-side accessibility while tourists perceive a

need for accessibility to the sea via the beach. Accessibility then,

much more than perceived storm hazard, explains the differing settlement

patterns of both native and non-native residents.

Awareness of storm hazard along the Outer Banks is decreasing. Many

of the folk adjustments have fallen into disuse since construction of

the artificial protective dune system. The dune system has provided a

temporary shelter from oceanic flooding for the residents of the south

Banks, while somewhat increasing storm related hazards for residents of

Nags Head. Contemporary residents are confronted with an altered environ-

ment different from that which existed during early settlement. There

are t\«ro types of perceptual statements common along the Banks: those

derived from storm recollections prior to development of the barrier

dunes (1899-1935), and those based upon storm hazard since that time. The

fundamental idea is: the Banker is aware of the changeability of his

environment and seeks an accurate understanding of environmental hazards.

In the past, the Banker looked to the natural environment to provide

answers for storm hazard problems; today. Banker's turn to "society's

organized systems" for answers. Archaic fears of the wind and of flooding

have given way to fear of erosion; listening to the sea has given way to

listening to the television or radio storm warnings; "going down to the

sea in ships" has given way to going do^jn to the highway for tourists;

but the threat of storm hazard has not diminished. The hazard to present
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and future residents of the Outer Banks is greater than ever before

because of the increasing use of hazard zones and departure from styles

of construction determined by experience and wisdom.

As native ideas about storm hazard are confirmed or replaced by

meteorologists, geomorphologists, botanists, etc., the Banker becomes

more and more dependent upon the non-provincial xrorld of government

agencies and private corporations. The effects of storms as severe as

San Ciriaco or The Great Atlantic Hurricane upon an "enlightened" and

"protected" Outer Banks will be disastrous.



Appendix j[

The following questionnaire was completed by approximately 45

native residents of the Outer Banks. During the initial period of

research, information provided through the questionnaire was found to

be superficial. It was found that respondents were able to provide

much more detailed information when interviewed than when asked to

"fill-out" a questionnaire. Interviev; questions were based upon those

asked in the questionnaire.

Name No._

Home Address Date

Temporary Address Age

Once you ansvrer a question, please do not change your ansxjer. There are
no right or wrong ansx'/ers.

1. The folloxving list includes ten natural environmental hazards. In
terms of YOUR OííN attitudes, beliefs, fears, experience and knoxíledge,
which DO YOU believe to be most dangerous in terms of potential
property/environmental damage and/or loss of life. (Please rate 1
through 12 in descending order: 1 = most severe or most feared,
through 12 = least damaging or feared).

Loss of Life Loss of Property

Sustained Blizzard

Nor'easter

Tornado

Earthquake

Severe Cold (one x^eek x^ith maximum
temperature less than 0°F.)

Severe Drought (tx.70 months with no
rainfall)
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Hurricane

Cyclone

Severe Electrical (thunder) Storm

Heavy Rainfall (5-10" in 24 hour period)

Tidal Waves

Hail

2. Do you believe a damaging storm will occur on the Outer Banks during
your lifetime? (check one)

YES_ NO MAYBE

3. Do you believe man can effectively prevent storm damage on the Outer
Banks of North Carolina?

YES NO MAYBE

4. Do you believe damaging storms are predictable? (check one)

YES NO MAYBE

5. Have you ever experienced a damaging coastal storm?

YES NO

If yes, how many one four

two five

three more than five6.ETiat storms do you recall which inflicted severe damage to North
Carolina's Outer Banks? (Include approximate date)



If you lived on the Outer Banks, which of the follox'/ing natural
hazards vrould you be most v;ary of?

Sustained Blizzard
Nor'caster
Tornado

Earthquake
Severe Cold
Severe Drought

#1.

Hurricane

Cyclone
Severe Electrical Storm

Heavy Rainfall
Tidal Waves

Hail

#2.

#3.

If you were on the Outer Banks during a severe storm (winds more
than 75 mph and rain), where would you seek a safe refuge?
(complete all blanks with 1 = safe, 2 = probably safe, or 3 =
dangerous)

^on top of highest sand dune

on ocean side

^on sound side

on your boat

in your home

in your car

in the lighthouse

After a severe (damaging storm), experience has shown that the
following percentage of families generally leave the Banks perma-
nently for a safer home: (check one)

0 - 1%

10 - 20%

40 - 50%

Entire villages have left
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10. More windows are broken on the Banks as a result of:

^Jets breaking the sonic barrier

Vandalism

lîurricanes

mother Storms

11. How many people do you think have been killed during and as a result
of storms on the Outer Banks (does not include shipwrecks) since
records have been kept?

less than 5

about 50

about 500

about 5000

12. VJhat causes the greatest amount of property damage during a severe
storm?

wind

storm or flood water

rain13.hliat do you believe might help alleviate storm damage to property
in the future? (1 = definite help, 2 = no help, 3 = increase danger)
Please complete all blanks.

sound side dunes

build homes on 10' pilings

require brick homes on cement foundations

pass laws requiring people to inhabit sound side

increase size and number of ocean side dunes

^build a series of oceanside jetties

^build canals to shelter boats

pass laws requiring people to inhabit ocean side

other
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14. In which month do you believe the most damaging storms occur on
the Outer Banks of North Carolina?

January July

February August

March September

April October

May November

June December



Appendix II

The following proposal for beach erosion control was given to the

writer by Jethro Midgett, a lifetime resident of Nags Head, North

Carolina, during a personal interview in June of 1972.

The Jethro Midgett Proposal for Beach Erosion Control

Mr. Jethro Midgett, Sr. has lived at Nags Head for over 50 years.

During that time, he has seen the need for oceanside cottages to be

moved away from threatening ocean tides 3 times. He estimates the beach

erosion, which occured during these years, as between 200 to 300 feet,

or about 3 to 4 feet each year on the average. He has watched the shore

erosion occur with great concern and feels:

1. that the present beach-side land owners cannot retreat any farther,

2. that a stand must be taken to maintain the present shore line,

3. that the material for maintaining the existing barrier dike crest-

line must come from the ocean,

4. that borrow material to maintain such a buffer dike (oceanside

addition to present dike structure) exists in a natural borrow zone which

generally exists within the mean low tide and tide uprush zone (swash area

of ocean beaches),

5. that borrow taken from this natural area of deposition is readily

replenished by natural ocean forces,

6. that as abnormal storm tides attack the buffer dike and erode it

away, the original dike will remain to furnish protection,

7. that as the buffer dike is eroded away it is replaced by material

from the beach accretion zone,
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8. that equipment using the beach accretion zone for borrow will be

tractor drawn pans and will work during low tide periods,

9. that borrov; area must at all times be kept within beach accretion

zone and normal wave uprush area or swash area, and

10. that such a borrow area is only used during times of beach accretion

or shore buildup and is thus self-perpetuating.

The above ten thoughts generally outline the basic theory and

establish guiding principles for Mr. Midgett’s shore erosion control

proposal. Mr. Midgett believes that replacement of the buffer material

would need take place only after above normal storms of great severity,

maybe on the order of 4 to 5 times every 5 or 10 years. The estimated

cost to construct such a buffer dike can be assumed at between 700 to

1000 cubic yards per 100 foot station (say approximately 850 cubic yards)

and approximately 40,000 to 50,000 cubic yards per mile at 30c per cubic

yard, or $12,000 to $15,000 per mile (approximately).

The Jethro Midgett proposal may be stated as follows:

1. Use beach accretion zone material as borrow area to build and maintain

a buffer dike zone.

2. Build a buffer dike area along ocean side of existing natural dune

Crestline, say at elevation 14 or 15 above mean sea level. Fill in a

level crest for about 25 feet to 50 feet in width.

3. Slope the buffer dike at approximately 1 vertical to 7 horizontal

toward ocean beach.

4. Borrow area to be located within area of natural beach buildup,

generally within low tide zone and wave uprush area (sv7ash area).
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5. Under these conditions, borrow area will fill up and borrovred material

replaced after a few tides.

6. Work equipment only during periods of beach accretion and lov; tide

conditions, say 4 to 6 hours daily.

7. Do not work equipment during stormy seas, high tides, or when beach

is undergoing erosion.

8. Under abnormal tides or severe northeasters, buffer barrier dike

may be eroded away, but generally old dike will remain.

9. Wlien buffer dike is eroded away, it is restored by borrow material

from beach accretion zone.

During the discussions on beach erosion, Mr. Jethro Midgett expressed

the following thoughts ;

1. It would be desirable for the elevation of the buffer dike to be low

enough in elevation so that storm tides might come over occasionally and

deposit coarse beach sand on the lee side of the barrier dikes and build

up the land elevation.

2 . Although beach grasses build up land elevation, they tend to gather

finer sand particles rather than the coarser beach sand gravels. Beach

sand gravels are superior to fine sand as land materials because they

resist water and wind erosion.

3. If the island land mass is overlaid vjith coarse gravel sand particles,

erosion will be minimized and the islands restored to a more natural con-

dition which existed 25 to 50 years ago.

4. It is a natural condition of the Outer Bank Island for severe ocean

tides to top the barrier crest and flow into the sound. At such times

the coarse beach sand is deposited rapidly as the wave energy is dissipated

by absorption into the coarse sand of the land.
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5. Where erosion has proceeded unchecked, as along the 5 mile Avalon

beach area, and there is no available shore accretion area for borrow,

it becomes necessary to slow down the littoral drift current so that

deposition may take place. One way to accomplish this is by placing

piling about twenty feet deep, about 12 inches apart and build an open

type groin out into the ocean.

6. I don't think the Von Oesen proposal to dump sand along the Avalon

beaches as beach nourishment will work.

7. Building of State Highway Bypass, Route 158, about 5 feet above

existing natural drainage areas has created a dam which impounds the

water to a depth of 4 to 5 feet along Route 158, business section.

8. Natural drainage of ocean overflow tides should be adequately main-

tained at all times and must be large enough to take maximum flood con-

ditions.

9. Any one mile area within the Bodie Island section of the Cape Ilatteras

National Seashore will be suitable for an experimental area to test out

the buffer dike proposal.

10. Mr. Midgett is convinced that the "buffer dike" proposal offers

the only practical, low cost method of holding the line against beach

erosion. He feels that the National Park Service could well allot

$12,000 to $15,000 to validate the x^orthiness of this idea.
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